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PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE
By: Tom McIndoe

B

y the time you are reading this, NSA will have just finished our
annual conference in Tucson, Arizona.

I am always impressed by the group of folks who attend these
meetings. At my first meeting many years ago, it was obvious to me
that our alliance is a group of people who are the movers and shakers
of our industry. We have been experiencing a paradigm shift in the way
construction gets done since the financial crisis of a few years back.
And, as always, we continue to struggle with laws and practices that can
handcuff our businesses. The people who attend these annual meetings
are the people who tackle these problems head-on to assure the best
outcome possible. The chapter attorneys who attend give added gravitas
to the meetings. They start by having the attorneys only meeting where
they can get “into the weeds” with attorney issues without overwhelming the rest of us. Afterwards, they present
a summation of their discussion in lay terms which gives the rest of us the knowledge we need as we move
forward. If you are reading this and have not attended, I strongly urge you to go to next year’s meeting. I assure
you it will be time well spent and you will not regret the experience.
Our organization has from the beginning been quite adept at providing a great membership experience on
a shoestring budget. It was very important from the beginning to keep costs as low as possible to encourage
more membership and participation. As a way to augment the low dues, we established a sponsorship program
a few years ago. The idea with these sponsorships is to allow us to find better and more effective speakers for
our conferences. If you know of an organization that would find benefit in sponsoring us, please let us know so
we can follow up with them.
Reading though this publication, I am sure you will be as impressed as I am with how each of our chapters find
a way to address the concerns and issues their member companies face every day. I encourage you to read each
article. If your company is facing a similar obstacle, you will find some insight with the help you need. If you are
not currently facing the issue(s) being discussed, you will be at some point in the near future. By reading the
article, you will have a leg up on how you can proactively deal with the issue.
I would like to close by asking one more thing. I encourage each organization to bring as many of your member
companies as you can to our next meeting. The more people we have in attendance, the more we can all learn
from shared experiences. And I promise you that you will have a good time in so doing.
Tom McIndoe (NESCA), AM Contracting, LLC
315-454-2475 | TMcIndoe@amcontracting.com

JOIN NSA!
Membership to the National Subcontractors Aliiance is open to any local, state, or regional
association dedicated to promoting and protecting the rights and interests of
specialty contractors in the construction industry.
www.nationalsubcontractors.com/join-nsa

OUR MISSION

637 Vernon Odom Blvd.
Akron, OH 44307
330-762-9951
www.nationalsubcontractors.com

To promote the exchange of information among
member organizations and foster opportunities for
industry representation on a national level. NSA member
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service providers to the subcontracting industry.

NSA is proud to recognize the following companies for
their generous support of NSA as Corporate Sponsors

The exclusive benefits from the Sponsorship Program
provides recognition to Sponsors as leaders in the
Subcontracting Industry. For more information visit:
www.nationalsubcontractors.com.
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MSA, THE LEADING VOICE OF
MINNESOTA SUBCONTRACTORS

M

innesota
Subcontractors
Association
Incorporated in 1992, we
have come a long way since
then! Today, MSA stands as
the leading voice of Minnesota
Subcontractors; this is
particularly true regarding the broad issues that affect all
subcontractors such as slow payment, indemnification and
fair contract language. We have grown from a group of just 29
to over 230 subcontractors and professional service members
representing all construction trades.
As the association continues to grow with new members we
are also growing in a number of other ways as well. MSA has
recently completed its first ever strategic plan, updated to
a new website and management system, started a general
contractor council and has forged new partnerships with other
local organizations.

STRATEGIC PLANNING
Over the past 26 years MSA has been an organization that
was built on advocating and educating subcontractors in
Minnesota, and still is today. We knew the path of going from
29 to 200 members is a much different process than going
from 200 to 400 members. As an executive committee it was
determined MSA must look at building a strategic plan as we
continue to move forward with a new Executive Director now
on staff.
As part of this strategic plan the entire Board of Directors
and the Executive Director, David Bruneau, had a full day
session with our strategic planning partner. With the help of
some smaller preemptive group meetings it made the full
day planning session move much smoother. As a team we
completely redefined the MSA vision, mission and values. In
addition, we created five strategic goals for the organization to
better help us get to where we want to go.

WEBSITE AND MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
As we realized we needed a clearer path of how to continue
to grow as an organization we also realized the need for a
new updated website and member management software.
Through some extensive research and the help of a small task
force the association decided to part ways with our existing
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member management software and changed to what we feel
will be a better website and system to serve the association in
the long-term.

GENERAL CONTRACTOR COUNCIL
With the help of other National Subcontractor Alliance (NSA)
associations we were able to start our first ever general
contractor council. As with many other NSA members,
MSA cannot have general contractors as members of our
association despite their best efforts to pay association annual
dues. Since we continue to gain more and more interest from
general contractors on how they can become more involved,
beyond the handful of events that MSA invites them to be
a part of, MSA felt it was a good time to introduce our first
annual general contractor council. This council is ongoing and
has a few parameters for the first year and may still have some
other modifications going forward, but so far there has been
positive feedback with regard to the council.

FORGING NEW PARTNERSHIPS
Building new found relationships with other organizations can
have its challenges, especially in a market with other similar
(but the same) construction associations and groups. One of
the areas MSA has done a better job of over the past year is
developing those partnerships. Some of these partnerships
have brought new found monetary gains to the association
and others expand far beyond accepting a check. Some
of these partnerships help MSA move the needle on our
legislative efforts, which end up paying huge dividends to all
subcontractors in Minnesota regardless if they are an MSA
member or not.
In closing, the last year has presented the MSA organization
with some new opportunities as a group and how we grow as
an organization. Much of the year was spent on developing
and upholding the four new main components of MSA. We
now look ahead and hope to build on these and focus our
efforts on educating members, advocating on behalf of our
members and growing the vast network of MSA.
David Bruneau
Executive Director
Minnesota Subcontractors Association
1123 Glenwood Ave.
Minneapolis, MN 55405
612-267-6150 | David@msamn.com
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TRENDS IN THE ECONOMIC
LOSS RULE IN ARIZONA
By: Neal Eckel, Durazzo, Eckel & Hawkins, P.C., www.durazzo-eckel.com

I

n Arizona, the Economic Loss Rule (ELR) limits a party to
contractual remedies when there is no personal injury or
other property damage. As applied in construction defect
cases, this means there cannot be a recovery in tort for purely
economic losses unless there is a physical injury to persons or
other property.
However, the parties to a contract can expressly preserve tort
remedies when contracting. The Arizona courts have explained
that the ELR is designed to encourage parties to enter into
contracts which address liability issues. Failing to preserve
such rights can preclude a property owner from bringing a
negligence claim due to a construction defect, and can limit
claims to breach of contract and other contract claims, such as
breach of express or implied warranties.
This article will cover the various types of cases in which
Arizona has applied the ELR, such as products liability cases
and construction defect cases, as well as those situations
where the courts have declined to apply the ELR. 		
1. History of the Economic Loss Rule
A. Salt River Project v. Westinghouse Elec. Corp.
The Arizona Supreme Court first adopted the ELR in a strict
product liability case, Salt River Project v. Westinghouse Elec.
Corp, 143 Ariz. 368, 694 P.2d 198 (1984), noting that contract
law is designed to protect the parties’ expectations
whereas tort law is designed to promote the safety of
persons and property.
B.

Flagstaff II

In Flagstaff Affordable Housing Ltd. P’ship v. Design
Alliance, Inc., 223 Ariz. 320, 223 P.3d 664 (2010)(Flagstaff
II) the Arizona Supreme Court took Salt River Project a
step further and found that a plaintiff who contracts for
construction cannot recover in tort for purely economic
loss, unless the contract otherwise provides.
Flagstaff II involved a claim by a property owner against an
architect for negligent design. The court held that the ELR
applies not only in construction defects cases but also to
architects who had contracted with an owner.

The court believed parties are best served by ordering
their commercial remedies (such as repair costs,
diminished value or lost profits) through a contract,
and that tort recovery would be available only when
the economic loss is accompanied by physical injury to
persons or other property.
2. ELR and Fraud Claims
A. Cook v. Orkin
In Cook v. Orkin, 227 Ariz. 331, 258 P.3d 149, the Arizona
Court of Appeals applied the Economic Loss Rule to fraud
claims as well, finding the ELR bars all tort claims where
only economic loss is alleged.
Cook v. Orkin involved a claim by homeowners against a
termite company for negligence, misrepresentation and
fraud, alleging Orkin misled them about being able to
get rid of termites and promising to repair any damage
resulting from termite activity, thereby inducing them to
enter into a contract they would not have otherwise.
The Cook court cited Flagstaff II’s finding that “in
construction defect cases involving only pecuniary
losses related to the building that was the subject of
the construction contract there were ‘no strong policy
reasons to impose common law tort liability in addition to
contractual remedies.’”
“As in Flagstaff II, the contract law policy of upholding
the parties’ expectations favor limiting the Cooks’
claims to those in contract and, where there has been
no injury besides that to the subject property, there is
no strong policy to impose tort liability.”
“Because the Cooks are seeking remedies for
purely economic loss from Orkin’s alleged failure
to adequately perform its promises under the
Agreement, the ELR bars their tort claims.”
In a footnote to this last paragraph the Cook court stated:
“We reject the Cooks’ argument that the ELR does not
apply to their fraud and misrepresentation claims.

(story continued on next page)
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TRENDS IN THE ECONOMIC LOSS RULE IN ARIZONA (story continued from previous page)
The Arizona Supreme Court held in Flagstaff II that a
contracting party is limited wholly to its contractual
remedies for purely economic loss related to the
subject of the parties’ contract.”
B.

Shaw v. CTVT Motors, Inc.

However, in Shaw v. CTVT Motors, Inc., 232 Ariz. 30, 300
P.3d 907 (2013), the Arizona Court of Appeals found that
a claim under the Consumer Fraud Act is not barred by
the ELR since the CFA is a statutorily created remedy and
cannot be trumped by the ELR, which is a common law
doctrine (judicially created).
3. ELR and Fraud in the Inducement
The economic loss rule has also been applied to bar fraud
in the inducement claims unless a party is seeking to
rescind or reform the contract due to fraud.
A. Maricopa Inv. Team, LLC v. Johnson Valley Partners, LP
The Arizona Court of Appeals found the ELR bars a party
from asserting a purely economic loss claim for fraud in
the inducement. Maricopa Inv. Team, LLC v. Johnson Valley
Partners, LP, 2012 Ariz. App Unpub. LEXIS 1453; 2012 WL
589849,

4. Other Cases Expanding the ELR
A. Red Equipment Pte. Ltd. v. BSE Tech, LLC
In 2014, the U.S. District Court for Arizona addressed the
application of the ELR to a non-product liability/nonconstruction defect claim. Red Equip. Pte. Ltd. v. BSE Tech,
LLC, 2014 WL 2557129, involved a claim by a company that
deinstalled semiconductor equipment against a company
that sold and leased refurbished semiconductor equipment.
BSE brought an action for breach of contract, breach of
implied covenant of good faith, gross negligence and
negligence. Red Equipment moved to dismiss the gross
negligence and negligence claims as barred by ELR since
the alleged damages were purely economic.
The District Court’s decision relied heavily on Cook v.
Orkin, stating “The Cook case applied the [ELR] doctrine to
a contract ‘for services…’”. The court noted BSE’s alleged
the damages were to the equipment itself and damages
arose from Red Equipment’s negligence in performing it
contractual promises and that.
Since the damages were purely economic the District Court
found the tort claims were barred by the ELR, citing Salt
River Project:

NOTE: Decision is subject to further appellate review.
B.

BSE’s tort claims have nothing to do with “the safety
of persons and property” which is what tort law is
designed to promote, but rather involve “the parties’
expectations” which is what contract law is designed to
promote.

Int’l Franchise Solutions, LLC v. BizCard Xpress, LLC

Another Arizona District Court has recently clarified that
while the ELR bars fraud claims, it does not bar fraud in
the inducement claims if such claims seek to rescind
or reform the contract induced by fraud. Int’l Franchise
Solutions, LLC v. BizCard Xpress, LLC, 2013 U.S. Dist. LEXIS
69600.
C. Del Mar Land Partners, LLC v. Stanley Consultants, Inc.
This case involved a fraud claim against a civil engineering
firm alleging it had made false statements prior to
execution of the contract about defendant’s experience
in providing services and obtaining building permits. Del
Mar claimed the false statements induced it to enter into
the contract and an addendum.
The Arizona District Court acknowledged the Arizona
Supreme Court had not specifically addressed this type of
fraud claim, but the court found the Cook v. Orkin decision
controlling and dismissed the fraud claim as barred by the
ELR. Del Mar Land Partners, LLC v. Stanley Consultants, Inc.,
2012 U.S. LEXIS 40447; 2012 WL 1019066.
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B.

Maricopa County v. Office Depot, Inc.

The Arizona District Court, in Maricopa County v. Office
Depot, Inc. 2014 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 164331, applied the ELR
to decline an amendment to allege fraud arising from
the purchase of office supplies. Maricopa County claimed
Office Depot defrauded it by not giving it Office Depot’s
best governmental pricing. In declining to allow Maricopa
County to amend its fraud claim the court relied on
Arizona’s ELR decisions:
“The economic loss doctrine prohibits certain tort
actions seeking ‘pecuniary damage[s] not arising from
injury to plaintiff’s person or from physical harm to
property.” Sullivan v. Pulte Homes Corp., 232 Ariz. 344,
306 P.3d 1 (2013) (quoting Restatement (Third) of Torts:
Liability for Economic Harm §2 (Tentative Draft No. 1,
2012)).
(story continued on next page)
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TRENDS IN THE ECONOMIC LOSS RULE IN ARIZONA (story continued from previous page)
“’Economic loss, ‘…refers to pecuniary or commercial
damage, including any decreased value or repair costs for
a product or property that is itself the subject of a contract
between the plaintiff and defendant, and consequential
damages such as lost profits.” Flagstaff II.
“The economic loss rule limits a party to its “contractual
remedies for purely economic loss” arising from the other
party’s “alleged failure to adequately perform its promises
under” a contract. Cook v. Orkin. [citation omitted].
Because plaintiff’s common law fraud claims are based
on the same alleged conduct as its contract claims, these
claims are barred by the economic loss rule.”
5. Cases Restricting the ELR

C. Gauba v. Florence Hosp., LLC
The Arizona District Court declined to dismiss a claim of
fraud arising from breach of a loan agreement since it was
unclear whether an enforceable contract existed between
plaintiff and defendant. Gauba v. Florence Hosp., LLC, 2013
U.S. Dist. LEXIS 86215.
Citing Cook v. Orkin, the court noted “The economic loss
rule, however, is predicated on the existence of a binding
contract between the two parties.”
6. Can Negligence and Fraud Claims be Preserved in
Contract?

A. Adonia Holding GmbH v. Adonia Organics, LLC

Given the court rulings applying the ELR to fraud claims,
one way to preserve claims for negligence and fraud is to
negotiate such a clause in the contract.

The Arizona District Court declined to apply the ELR to an
unjust enrichment claim, noting such a claim is a quasicontract remedy. Adonia Holding GmbH v. Adonia Organics
LLC, 2014 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 174172

Flagstaff II states parties will be limited to purely economic
losses unless they have provided in their contract for tort
remedies:

B.

McGill v. Nat’l Specialty Ins. Co.

The Arizona District Court declined to apply ELR to breach
of rental agreement where it was unclear if Supplemental
Liability Insurance had been agreed to.

“Thus, the parties can contractually agree to preserve
tort remedies for solely economic loss, just as they can
otherwise specify remedies that modify common law
recovery.”
Neal Eckel
Durazzo & Eckel
45 N. Tucson Boulevard
Tucson, AZ 85716
520-792-0448 | neal@durazzo-eckel.com

“[I]f there was no agreement in which the parties
ordered their prospective relationships by allocating
the risk of future losses with respect to SLI, the
contract law policy of upholding the expectations
of the parties would not be undermined by allowing
Plaintiffs’ tort claims to proceed.”

TOP
REASONS
TO BE A
MEMBER
OF NSA
ISSUE 9

1• Building Relationships
2• Building a Network
3• Latest News & Developments
4• A Voice at a National Level
5• Fair Contracts –

ConCensus Docs

6• Savings
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OSHA HOT OVER HEAT STRESS
By: Bob Dunlevey

W

ith summer here, heat
stress issues can rear
their ugly head – not
only on outdoor worksites but
also in production facilities. Don’t
be caught ill-prepared for an
incident and a subsequent visit by
OSHA – establish your heat stress
program today. Simply telling your
employees that it is a hot day and
they should take breaks when they
need to and drink as much water as necessary will not meet
OSHA’s expectations and could very easily result in a citation.
The risk of heat stress depends upon many factors related to the
individual employee and this makes the challenge of making a
safe workplace for all even more challenging. Those risk factors
include the employee’s physical condition, the temperature and
humidity, clothing worn, the pace of work and how strenuous it
may be, exposure to sun and environmental conditions such as
air movement.
OSHA expects more from employers than merely offering
water, rest and shade – additional steps to address heat in
the workplace need to be taken. OSHA also insists upon: (1)
implementing an “acclimatization program” for new employees
and those returning from extended time away, such as vacations
or leaves of absence; (2) implementing a work/rest schedule;
and (3) even providing a climate-controlled area for cool down.
For those employers utilizing temporary employees, there is a
greater risk of heat-related illness and OSHA would urge greater
care in adopting an acclimatization program for them.
Your heat stress program can have many components, including:
TRAINING
 Hazards of stress
 Responsibility to avoid heat stress
 Recognition of danger signs/symptoms because employees
may not recognize their own
 First aid procedure
 Effects of certain medications in hot environment
PERSONAL PROTECTIVE CLOTHING/EQUIPMENT
 Light summer clothing allowing free movement and sweat
evaporation
 Loosely worn reflective clothing to deflect heat
 Cooling vest and wetted clothing for special circumstances
 Hats and helmets
 Fans
ISSUE 9

ADMINISTRATIVE/ENGINEERING CONTROLS
 Assess the demands of all jobs and have monitoring and
control strategies in place for hot days and hot workplaces
 Schedule hot jobs for cooler parts of the day
 Reduce physical demands
 Permit employees to take intermittent rest breaks with
water breaks and use relief workers
 Have air conditioning and shaded areas available for
breaks/rest periods with ice available
 Increase air movement
 Exhaust hot air and steam
HEALTH SCREENING/ACCLIMATIZATION
 Let employees get used to hot working conditions by using
a staggered approach over several days, such as beginning
work with 50% of the normal workload and time spent in
the hot environment and then generally increase it over
five days.
 Make employees aware that certain medications, such
as Diuretics, anti-hypertensives (blood pressure), anticholinergics (pulmonary disease – COPD), and alcohol
abuse, can exacerbate problems.
OSHA is also inclined to cite an employer if prompt remedial
action is not taken when an employee falls victim to
heat stress. Establish specific procedures for heat-related
emergencies and provisions for First Aid when symptoms
appear. Remember, employees may resist First Aid because of
the confusion caused by their heat stress. So, training on the
signs and symptoms is also encouraged.
Just recently, I made oral argument before the OSHA Review
Commission in Washington, D.C. regarding a heat stress
fatality. Assisting me in presenting my case was the U.S.
Chamber of Commerce, the National Roofing Contractors
Association, and the U.S. Postal Service, among others. This
ruling will have great significance for employers. Watch for
further information when the decision is announced.
For more information regarding heat stress programs and
workplace safety law, contact Bob Dunlevey, at Taft Law.
Robert T. Dunlevey, Jr.
Subcontractors Association of Western Ohio
Taft Stettinius & Hollister LLP
40 North Main Street, Suite 1700
Dayton, OH 45423-1029
937-641-1743 | rdunlevey@taftlaw.com
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WAIT – I REALLY HAVE TO ARBITRATE
THIS AND I HAVE TO DO IT THERE?
By: B. David Carson and Parker E. Moore

A

llow me to offer to you a
hypothetical scenario: ABC
Construction, Inc., a large
general contractor based in Ohio, is
building a multi-family apartment
project that is entirely located in
Charlotte, North Carolina. In order
to provide the framing for the
project, it enters into a subcontract
with 123 Framing, LLC, a small
family-owned subcontractor from Monroe, North Carolina.
123 Framing, of course, completes all of its work in a good
workmanlike fashion and doesn’t delay the job. However, ABC
Construction fails to pay them. Now, 123 Framing wants to
bring a claim against ABC Construction in North Carolina, but
its subcontract contains the following language:
Any claim, dispute, or other matter in question between
Contractor and Subcontractor relating to this Agreement,
or the Work performed hereunder, shall be governed
by the laws of the State of Ohio. Any dispute between
Contractor and Subcontractor shall be decided by
arbitration conducted pursuant to the Construction
Industry Arbitration Rules issued by the American
Arbitration Association then obtaining. Any such
arbitration shall be held in Columbus, Ohio.
Of course, this language is concerning to 123 Framing. They
don’t want to have to pay an Ohio lawyer they’ve never met
to arbitrate its claims against ABC Construction. More, the
thought of having to spend their time and money to travel
to Ohio so that they can get paid what is owed to them is
equal parts daunting, disappointing, and discouraging. So, to
paraphrase the title of this article – does 123 Flooring really
have to arbitrate this and do they have to go to the Buckeye
State to do it? In North Carolina, the answer to this question is
likely to be a resounding “NO.”
N.C. Gen. Stat. §22B-2 provides
A provision in any contract, subcontract, or purchase order
for the improvement of real property in this State, or the
providing of materials therefor, is void and against public
policy if it makes the contract, subcontract, or purchase
order subject to the laws of another state, or provides that
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the exclusive forum for any litigation, arbitration, or other
dispute resolution process is located in another state.
Applying the statute to the hypothetical set forth at the
beginning of this article, it is likely that our courts wouldn’t
simply say “well, we’ll just say that you have you to come
arbitrate in North Carolina, but everything else stays the same.”
In Price and Price Mechanical of N.C., Inc. v. Miken Corp., 191 N.C.
App. 177, 661 S.E.2d 775 (2008), the North Carolina Court of
Appeals ruled that “forum selection clauses contained within
contracts involving improvements to real property located in
North Carolina are voided as a matter of public policy.”
In the Price and Price Mechanical case, the parties had entered
into a contract for the improvement of real property in North
Carolina. However, their contract called for Florida law to
govern any disputes between them arising out of the contract,
and also required that all disputes be arbitrated in Florida.
When a dispute arose between Price and Miken, Price sued
Miken in Buncombe County, North Carolina as opposed to
filing a demand to arbitrate the matter in Florida. Miken
moved to dismiss Price’s Complaint for failing to comply with
the forum selection clause set forth in their subcontract.
Unfortunately, the trial court agreed with Miken and dismissed
Price’s lawsuit.
Luckily for Price, our Court of Appeals righted that wrong
when it found that the provision requiring Price to arbitrate its
disputes with Miken in Florida (and subject to Florida’s laws)
was void. Done. Unenforceable. Do not pass go, do not collect
$200.00. Instead of recrafting the dispute resolution and
forum selection provisions such that Price would be required
to arbitrate its dispute with Miken in North Carolina, the
Court reversed the lower court’s dismissal of the lawsuit and
remanded the case back to the Superior Court of Buncombe
County, which it found to be the proper venue for the dispute
in light of N.C. Gen. Stat. §22B-2.
What is really going on here has two parts. First, N.C. Gen.
Stat. §22B-2 says that a contract provision setting the laws of
another state as the applicable law governing disputes arising
out of contracts for the improvement to real property is void.
Second, the statute uses the magic word “or” when providing
(story continued on next page)
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SERVICETRADE
SIMPLIFIES EVERYTHING

Smart scheduling, digital records, customer engagement.
ServiceTrade helps commercial service contractors deliver amazing customer service that makes their business more
valuable. Our customer service features enable online engagement throughout the service cycle to build profitable,
long-lasting relationships. ServiceTrade’s web and mobile applications convert service delivery into digital marketing
impressions that are memorable and helpful to customers.
As you can see, we focus on service delivery, customer service, and earning more service sales.
You know how service trucks all have a fancy wrapper on them that has the logo, website, contact info, and list of
services? We basically create an online digital version of it that we’ve dubbed the “Digital Wrap.”
We work with contractors in fire protection and life safety, mechanical, commercial HVAC, kitchen exhaust cleaning,
kitchen equipment, medical and a few other smaller sections of the market.
See what ServiceTrade can do for you. Contact:
Shelley Bainter
ServiceTrade
4601 Creekstone Dr. #260
Durham, NC 27703
919-825-1562
shelley.bainter@servicetrade.com
servicetrade.com

WAIT – I REALLY HAVE TO ARBITRATE THIS AND I HAVE TO DO IT THERE (story continued from previous page)
a second, separate reason for invalidating a contract provision
that would make a subcontractor go to another state – that
the provision calls for a state other than North Carolina to be
the exclusive forum for litigation, arbitration, “or any other
dispute resolution process.” This is key because it can give the
subcontractor “two bites at the same apple” when it comes to
where a dispute will be dealt with, who will deal with it, and
what law will apply.
Many, if not most, other states have this same type of provision
on their books. It’s important to know whether or not your
state has this same law (or something similar to it) because it
can be the difference between litigating in your own backyard
as opposed to having to go play in the general contractor’s
out-of-state sandbox. In this scenario, you may just be able
to “pack up your tools and go home” without fear of negative
consequences.
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Association Attorney for NCSA
Johnston, Allison & Hord Law Firm
1065 E. Morehead Street
Charlotte, NC 28204
704-376-1628

B. David Carson
704-998-2214 | dcarson@jahlaw.com
Parker E. Moore
704-998-2237 | pmoore@jahlaw.com
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WHAT IS THE NSA ATTORNEYS’
COUNCIL VALUE?
By: Walter Breakell

A

t the recent National
Subcontractors Alliance
Conference held in Tucson,
attorneys for local subcontractor
associations (like NESCA) held a
subconference concerning legal
issues which many of the local
associations are confronting and
conducted discussions on matters
that local association members may
confront as technology continues to impact all aspects of their
daily business.

protected concerted activity. A company was found to have
violated the NLRA when it terminated two employees who
criticized the employer for failure to withhold the proper
amount of tax from their paychecks.

One speaker to the gathering addressed customary content of
employment manuals and how various technology practices
may impact company labor relations and result in violations of
§7 and §8 of the National Labor Relations Act.

The NLRB has held that an employer’s “Internet/Blogging/
Posting” policy could not discourage online communications
involving “confidential or proprietary information about the
company, or inappropriate discussions about the company,
management, and/or co-workers”. The NLRB rationalized that
employees could reasonably interpret policy as proscribing
any discussions about their terms and conditions of
employment the employer deemed inappropriate.

Section 7 of the NLRA applies to employers who are both
signatory and non-signatory to a collective bargaining
agreement. This provision guarantees employees: “the right
to self-organization, to form, join or assist labor organizations, to
bargain collectively through representatives of their own choosing,
and to engage in other concerted activities for the purpose of
collective bargaining or other mutual aid or protection”…as well
as the right “to refrain from any or all such activities”.
Section 8 of the NLRA makes it an unfair labor practice for an
employer “to interfere with, restrain or coerce employees in the
exercise of the rights guaranteed in Section 7” of the Act.
A normal question arises as to what is the definition of
concerted activity. In most cases this will require two or more
employees acting together to affect wages, hours or working
conditions. In essence, the question to be answered is, does an
employee’s activity or action seek to benefit other employees?
If so, it most probably is protected activity under the Act, and
the employees cannot be disciplined or discharged for lawful
activity.
Reckless or malicious behavior such as sabotaging equipment,
threatening violence, spreading lies about a product or
revealing trade secrets may result in the loss of concerted
activity protection.
Facebook, YouTube, and Twitter all comprise social media,
and employee postings critical of an employer may constitute
ISSUE 9

Does the posting of disparaging remarks about company
management on Facebook constitute protected concerted
activity? It may, depending on the context. Five employees
appearing on a YouTube video voicing criticism of their
employer and raising concerns regarding working at a
superfund site without sufficient personal protection is
probably protected activity.

Similarly, a policy that threatened employees with discipline
for publicly sharing information “related to the company or
any of its employees or customers” was deemed unreasonably
broad and vague.
Further, the NLRB determined a company could not terminate
an employee for posting disparaging comments about
coworkers and managers on social media in violation of
an “insubordination” rule within the company’s handbook.
Such a rule was held to be subjective because it does not
define “insubordination”, “lack of respect” or “cooperation”
and therefore could have a chilling effect on the employee’s
exercise of their rights.
It is strongly urged that members undertake a review of their
employee handbooks to determine, among other things,
whether their social media posting policy can be considered
violative of §7 and §8 of the NLRA.
Walter G. Breakell
NESCA Legal Counsel
The Breakell Law Firm, P.C.
10 Airline Dr., Suite 205 | Albany, NY 12205
518-869-5552 | wbreakell@breakell-law.com
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CTSA NEWS AND EVENTS

A

t Central Texas Subcontractors Association, we are
continuing to hold meetings, events, and educate our
members on current subcontractor issues. Our goal is
to help them bid better, gain work, and fight for their rights
with legislation.

 Be able to restrict the use of paid sick leave in an
employee’s first 60 days

HURRICANE HARVEY RECOVERY EFFORT

 Provide electronic or written notice to employees on paid
sick time amounts “on no less than a monthly basis”

At the end of August, many parts
of South Texas and Houston were
greatly devasted by Hurricane
Harvey and the storms following
it. It didn’t take our members long
to start gathering supplies, loading
up boats and equipment and head
south to help clean up. We were so
proud to see our members pitching
in everywhere needed when parts of
our state were hurting so bad. It is a
great reminder that we might be competitors trying to win the
same jobs but we are still all one construction family.

SICK LEAVE ORDINANCE
In January, word quickly spread that the Austin City Council
was proposing a new Sick Leave Ordinance to be voted on
February 15th. Many small business groups in and around
the city worked quickly to educated themselves on what this
was and how it would affect our industry. We weren’t against
the idea of sick leave but wanted more time to work on the
language of the ordinance. After many meetings, several
drafts, and a very lengthy city council meeting, the ordinance
was passed in a version that was still not owner positive. The
ordinance becomes effective October 1st for the majority of
businesses with very little education for business owners on
how to implement.
This ordinance will:
 Allow paid sick leave for employees, except unpaid interns
or independent contractors, who perform 80 hours of work
for pay within Austin city limits in a calendar year
 Grant an employee one hour of paid sick time for every 30
hours he/she worked for the employer in the city of Austin
 Allow paid sick leave to start accruing at the start of
employment or when the ordinance takes effect

ISSUE 9

 Be able to adopt “reasonable verification procedures” to
discern if an employee’s request for sick leave meets the
ordinance’s requirements

 Post signage about the ordinance in “all appropriate
languages” when it’s posted on the city’s website
Austin is currently at less than a 3% unemployment rate and
most employers use benefits as a way to compete in the
hiring department. State Rep. Paul Workman already plans to
file legislation to overturn the new rules, which he deems as
overreach of government. In the meantime, many companies
have paid time off policies but must adjust them to meet the
standards of the ordinance.

LEGISLATION
The Texas Legislation is only in session every two years during
the odd numbered year. Although legislation is not in session
this year, we are currently gearing up for January. Many of our
senators and representatives have hard races ahead of them
in the fall and we are striving to get our members involved
in their campaign events. We now have several strong
individuals at the Capitol who understand construction and
our industry issues. Reforming our lien system has been a
constant concern of our members and we will continue in
our efforts to change it. Now that we have taken residential
language out of the bill and focused mainly on commercial
we are more apt to move in a forward direction. We will
continue to fight for better rights when it comes to plans and
specs; making sure that the fault does not fall on the wrong
company. So often subcontractors are given incomplete
or incorrect plans and expected to still do their job based
on those plans. We want to make sure the architects and
engineers are doing quality work so we can build it right the
first time.

MEMBER EVENTS
Our group recently switched from monthly membership
dinners to lunches and have enjoyed the increased
(story continued on next page)
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PROTECTING YOUR PROFIT
IN VOLATILE TIMES
By: Sewall C. “Spike” Cutler, Jr.

A

gain, interesting times.

The President has decided
that trade tariffs are needed
to protect American industry from
unfair competition by overseas
producers of key materials, and in
particular, steel and other metal
goods.

If you’re a manufacturer of the
commodities for which protection has been granted, this
looks pretty good to you— domestic steel producers have
been frustrated by what the competition in other countries
has been doing to the market. Goods coming in from growing
economies, places like China, are produced in places with
dramatically lower costs and regulatory burdens, and are thus
able to undercut the local producers.
So, tariffs and protectionism.
For domestic manufacturers, then, it may be a good thing, but
for those of us in the construction trades, it is a real problem—
because sudden changes in cost of goods and commodities
can catch us in the middle—if you bid a job and, during the
typical one to three-month lag before the final award, the cost
of key materials (or labor) increases, you may be bound to
accept a project that is guaranteed to lose money. Not good.

“CIRCUIT-BREAKERS”
You need to make certain that, when you bid a job, you make
allowances for possible changes and issues like price volatility
and labor availability.

upon in your bids escalate. Is there any reason you shouldn’t
limit your bids to only thirty days for acceptance? You can
always reconfirm a price later on if you want to - and can do
so profitably. On the other hand, if a GC comes to you with a
“go” on a project you bid five months ago, you have the ability
to say, “no, thanks, this one turned into a dud.” This applies
equally, as well, to the painful circumstance where the labor
you’d slotted-in to do the job has, because the job is delayed,
been allocated to other work - and you’d be in a bind if you
had to perform.
In addition, if you are concerned about especially volatile
materials pricing—and if you can’t get a key supplier to
commit to holding a price for at least as long as your bid can
be accepted, you should be concerned—you might consider
a special qualification in your bid reserving the right to adjust
pricing based upon a change in key commodity prices.
By the way, this strategy serves to protect you from sudden
spikes in other pricing, the kind that might arise in the event of
a catastrophic events like natural disasters, or dramatic erosion
of the value of the dollar, something we have to consider in
light of ongoing deficit spending by our exalted leaders in DC.
A little prevention now – can yield a great boost in profit, later.
Sewall C. “Spike” Cutler, Jr.
Cutler-Smith, P.C.
Park Central 7 | 12750 Merit Drive, Suite 1450 | Dallas, TX 75251
214-219-0800 | scutler@cutler-smith.com

Limit the effective period of your bids, so they don’t languish
out there, open for acceptance, while the costs you relied
CTSA NEWS AND EVENTS (story continued from previous page)
attendance. Some of our recent Lunch & Learns meetings have
included Tax Reform, City of Austin – Plan Review, Employee
Retention 101, OSHA Silica Update, and Proposal Protection
Practices. We had great success with our GC Meet and Greet
evening that included The Beck Group, Sabre Commercial,
Braun & Butler, and Hensel Phelps. Our members (and the GCs)
loved it so much that they want it again in the fall.

ISSUE 9

For more information about CTSA
Wendy Lambert
Executive Director
Central Texas Subcontractors Association
PO Box 1087 | Cedar Park, TX 78630
512-255-6373 | wendy@ctsaonline.org
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CONTRACTORS EMBRACE
LEGAL TOOLS TO LIMIT
POACHING OF KEY EMPLOYEES
By: Shelly Masters, Principal, Cokinos / Young

D

espite a surging
construction market, many
construction companies
are being forced to turn business
away because they lack the skilled
manpower to take on large scale
projects. The construction sector is
facing a nationwide crisis of scarcity
in skilled workers. Construction
employers face a heightened risk
of losing key employees to poaching by competitors. Because
key employee retention is critical to the overall success of a
company, a growing number of employers are embracing
ways to keep key employees satisfied through creative
compensation schemes, limit lateral movement and prevent
others from hiring away talented workers. Non-competition
and non-solicitation agreements offer a viable protection
for employers so long as the agreements are drafted to
address concerns specific to their trade or business sector and
employee retention risks in conjunction with prevailing state
law to ensure enforceability.
Contractors are often unaware that a non-solicitation clause
or a carefully crafted covenant not to compete can preclude
employees from leaving the company and taking business
or soliciting referral sources, and oftentimes do not require
employees. Well-drafted agreements and covenants can be
used by employers as a basis for sending strong “cease and
desist” letters to former employees or competitors to thwart
offending behavior without the need for judicial intervention.
Non-competition and non-solicitation agreements are
not synonymous. Non-competition agreements aim to
prevent an employee from working for another employer
in a competing business while non-solicitation agreements
preclude solicitation of another in some form or fashion
(e.g., by preventing a departing employee from calling on
the employer’s customers or clients or preventing another
company from soliciting the employer’s workforce). Nonsolicitation agreements may also be used by a company to
prevent another company with whom it has entered into
a contractual relationship (such as a general contractor or
subcontractor) from soliciting its employees.

ISSUE 9

In many states, covenants not to compete and solicit are
governed by state statutes. For example, in Texas, a covenant
is enforceable if: (i) it is ancillary to or part of an otherwise
enforceable agreement at the time the agreement is made;
(ii) it contains reasonable limitations as to time, geographic
area, and (iii) the scope of activity restrained does not impose
a greater restraint than necessary to protect the goodwill or
other business interest of the employer. If the primary purpose
of the agreement to which the covenant is ancillary is found
in an employment contract, the employer has the burden of
establishing that the covenant meets the statutory criteria.
In past years, courts frequently found non-competition
agreements to be an unreasonable restraint on trade. Many
state courts enforced only narrowly tailored non-competition
agreements. Under prior law, employers were often
unsuccessful in obtaining injunctive or other relief against the
employee.
However, many state courts have now made it easier
for employers seeking to restrict key employees from
competing post-employment. Now, trade secret information
and specialized training are not the exclusive forms of
employer-generated consideration necessary to enforce noncompetition and non-solicitation agreements. These opinions
have recently been extended to contracts with independent
contractors as well.
The key to enforcement is that these types of provisions
must be reasonable and not impose a greater restraint than
necessary to protect the employer’s interest. The provisions
must state a duration of time, geographical area to be
limited, and scope of activity to be restrained. Courts have
generally held reasonable geographic restrictions include
the territory in which the employee worked and performed
services for the employer, the area in which the employer does
business, the physical location of the employer’s customer or
clients, etc. The shorter the time period, the more likely the
covenant will be enforced. If the provisions are indefinite or
without appropriate limitations, a Court will likely find them
unreasonable and unenforceable.
(story continued on next page)
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C

ABOUT ConsensusDocs

onsensusDocs was created when industry leaders came
together in 2007 to develop best practice standards
because they saw a need to eliminate outdated and
biased contracts, so the overall industry could build a better way.
For over 10 years this group of 40+ organizations have worked
on developing standardized contracts that represent all parties
involved in a construction project – owners, general contractors,
designers, subcontractors and more. From a change order,
purchase order, or prequalification agreement to lump sum or
guaranteed maximum price (GMP) contracts, the ConsensusDocs
coalition looks out for the industry by striving to offer the best
standardized contracts. Whether ConsensusDocs is new to you or
you have been a fan since 2007, check out these videos to follow
the journey of the coalition and how ConsensusDocs has strived to
be the best standardized contracts in the industry.

A LITTLE MORE ABOUT ConsensusDocs AND THE
COALITION:
ConsensusDocs is a first-of-its kind coalition that has grown from
20 organizations in 2007 to 40 leading organizations today, while
remaining at the forefront of breaking down contractual obstacles.
The catalog of contracts has grown from 70 to over 100 standard
contracts, and in this 10-year period has established a track
record of success with billions of dollars of construction put in
place using ConsensusDocs contracts. Contracts feature the latest
in industry trends, including Integrated Project Delivery (IPD),
Building Information Modeling (BIM) and Lean, and sound business
practices with a mutually beneficial approach. We invite you to
take a look for yourself!

Contact: director@nationalsubcontractors.com
or 330-762-9951
Download Free Samples at ConsensusDocs.org

NSA members receive a 20% discount
on all ConsensusDocs subscriptions by
using the NSA discount code.
Contact NSA for the discount code.

CONTRACTORS EMBRACE LEGAL TOOLS TO LIMIT POACHING OF KEY EMPLOYEES (story continued from previous page)
Because state law is now more favorable to employers than
it has been in the last two decades, employers should audit
existing and prospective employment agreements, incentive
plans, contracts and subcontracts to determine whether
to incorporate covenants not to compete, solicit or hire
employees and/or customers and other provisions to protect
confidential information and trade secrets.
The broader and more restrictive the non-compete provision
is, the harder it will be to enforce. Poorly drafted provisions
can lead to unwanted surprises for employers who wrongfully
believe they are relying on solid agreements with enforceable
language.
Post-termination enforcement may be held to be void on
the grounds that it is a restraint of trade and contrary to

ISSUE 9

public policy. Employers are generally not entitled to protect
themselves against competition from ex-employees. However,
if the ex-employer can convince a court that the covenant
is designed to protect legitimate business interests that are
reasonably necessary to protect business interests then it will
be upheld and enforced.
About the Author: Shelly Masters is a Principal in the Austin
office of Cokinos | Young. She represents clients in the areas of
construction, labor and employment, commercial and products
liability law. Cokinos | Young has been representing the
construction industry for 30 years. She can be reached by e-mail
at smasters@cokinoslaw.com or by phone at 512-615-1139.
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NCSA NEWS AND EVENTS
“Boots On the Ground”

W

e appreciative of our involvement with the National
Subcontractors Alliance (NSA). NCSA has utilized
other member associations within NSA to help
update our website, try innovative ideas and work on ways to
grow our membership. Did you know the members of NCSA
have a National Affiliation with NSA?

LEADERSHIP
Our year starts in July with our new officers and board
members. and outgoing president as advisory. The board
would like to thank Chris Paone of Christopher Bryan Company
for his leadership in NCSA throughout the years and his
continued interest and involvement with NCSA. Chris will serve
on the advisory board continuing to help with sponsorship
and membership growth. Our current board is hard at work
creating new meeting ideas, social events that interest our
members and growing membership. Thank you to all board
members for your continued dedication and support.

2018 GC COUNCIL
This year we brought
back the GC Council
advisory board. While
GC’s cannot become
regular members,
we have numerous
GC’s that want to be
involved with NCSA
and help with our
continued success. They sponsor programs and encourage
subcontractors they do business with to be a part our growing
association that will keep them informed.

GC ROUNDTABLE
Our annual GC
Roundtable is
held every year
in the spring. This
provides an excellent
opportunity for
established and new
general contractors
in the area to
exchange ideas with subcontractors. This event has been
overwhelmingly successful each year.

ISSUE 9

SOCIAL ACTIVITIES AND FUND RAISERS
NCSA has unparalleled opportunities for members, vendors,
service providers and GC’s to come together and conduct
business along with learning from each other.
The NCSA Golf Tournament is held every May. Although the
weather can fluctuate from hot to cold and windy we always
have a good time. The proceeds keep the wheels turning
and lead to the continued success of the association and its
members.
Sub Paddies Day is held every March with food provided and
cooked by Chris Paone at Sugar Creek Brewery. This is a great
networking opportunity for our subcontractors, GC’s, and
vendors while partnering with other associations.
Sub Tober Fest is held every October with the food being
provided by Chris Paone and a fantastic networking opportunity,
connecting people with people.

INVOLVEMENT
Beginning in 2018 NCSA began collaborating with other
associations such as MMCA, PCEA, NAWIC and HCAC to have
a Charlotte March Mixer. Members of each association joined
forces with the members of NCSA working together to foster the
interest of industry issues. The attendance and networking were
incredible this year and we are confident it will continue to grow.

FOCUS FOR 2018
Membership, Membership, Membership! NCSA continues
to grow and learn from the member associations of NSA to
provide our members value added. We are focused on delivering
outstanding services and benefits. NCSA is the only association
strictly for subcontractors and motivated in ways to best recruit
and retain membership through these avenues. We are the
only association in our area solely for subcontractors and their
interest.
We will continue to keep “Boots On the Ground” for the
members we serve!
Robin Gill
Executive Director
North Carolina Subcontractors Alliance
P.O. Box 30604 | Charlotte, NC 28204
704-578-1072
admin@ncsubcontractors.com
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BEWARE OF CONTRACT CLAUSES

RHODE ISLAND SUBCONTRACTORS ASSOCIATION
By: Girard R. Visconti

TERMINATION OF
CONTRACTS

C

onstruction contracts
generally have a
“termination clause”
whereby a party can terminate
another party’s contract for
“cause,” “convenience” or
“suspension” of the project.

Pursuant to a contract with an owner, an owner can suspend
a project, or terminate for convenience or fault. Convenience
is usually where the owner wants to suspend the contract
altogether for a business reason of the owner. Often times,
there is a suspension provision where the owner suspends the
contract because of some unrelated issues with construction
or related issues with construction, such as major asbestos
find, unexpected conditions, etc.
Most often used is termination “for cause” whether by
an owner against a contractor or a contractor against a
subcontractor, contractor against owner, or subcontractor
against a contractor.
Terminating for cause is usually based upon the other party
defaulting, such as non-payment, insufficient manpower,
or otherwise not complying with the contract between the
parties. SUCH TERMINATION IS EXTREMELY RISKY.
Once termination “for cause” occurs, a major issue in an
arbitration or litigation is whether or not there was a good
basis for termination.
Therefore, before a contract by any party is terminated for
cause, serious consideration and legal advice should be
obtained to determine whether or not there is a sound and
detailed basis for termination for cause.
Once correspondence is drafted terminating a party for cause,
the correspondence intended must follow the terms of the
contract as to any requirements in relation to the termination,
since for example, a detailed explanation of the default, etc.
along with proper notice of termination and a right to cure.
As noted, legal counsel is a must in any termination
procedures.
ISSUE 9

THE SUBCONTRACTOR
AND DESIGN/BUILD
CONTRACTS
Traditionally, the architect hires various
engineers (HVAC, electrical, etc.) who
design the project on behalf of the
architect.
With a Design/Build approach, the
general contractor retains subcontractors who in fact “design”
a portion of the construction system, such as electrical,
mechanical, etc.
Established 1970

RISA

The Design/Build contractor and the subcontractor are in fact
responsible for design criteria and design faults and therefore,
it is imperative for the contractor and subcontractors to obtain
the necessary professional insurance.
Of course, the engineers who are retained by the
subcontractor should have adequate insurance, in the event
that there is a claim for negligence, either as to property
damage or personal injury.
The subcontract agreement between the contractor and the
subcontractor will include in the scope that the subcontractor
is responsible for the design of the scope of work to be
performed by the subcontractor.
Therefore, it is imperative that the subcontractor “pass on” the
obligation from itself to the specific design engineer, since the
subcontractor is responsible and liable for the engineer’s work
product.
Usually, the owner approves the “design” submitted by the
general contractor, which is in fact the design submitted to
the general by the subcontractor. However, the “sign-off by
the owner” may not relieve the obligations and liability of the
subcontractor.
Therefore, it is imperative to have a strong Design/Build
subcontract with adequate insurances in place.

(story continued on next page)
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BEWARE OF CONTRACT CLAUSES (story continued from previous page)

ABSESTOS ABATEMENT
Typical construction contracts generally have a provision
that when the Contractor encounters “hazardous waste” it
has a duty to notify the Owner immediately, or in the case of
a Subcontractor, the Subcontractor notifies the Contractor
immediately and perhaps, both entities should also notify
the Architect.
The Owner generally has a duty to immediately investigate
the “hazardous encounter,” and if necessary, retain an
environmental consultant to determine if there is in fact
hazardous waste on the premises, and in addition, whether
or not an abatement plan must be pursued.
Federal statutes as well as Rhode Island statutes are strict for
compliance purposes with any hazardous waste, especially
asbestos.
For example, R.I.G.L. §23-24.5-5 states in part,
“No Owner of a structure with friable asbestos or
with friable asbestiform materials or any person or
entity owning or controlling asbestos or asbestiform
products in a friable state shall allow any person to be
exposed to asbestos or asbestiform materials in a friable

condition when the exposed condition is a violation of
a provision this chapter, or a regulation issued pursuant
to the authority of this chapter, or of an abatement plan
approved by the director.”
A copy of Rhode Island General Laws is attached hereto for
reference.

RHODE ISLAND SUBCONTRACTORS ASSO
Therefore, from a Contractor or Subcontractor’s point of view,
immediate notification of any concerns with hazardous wastes,
Street, Pawtucket,
RI 02860
1080
MAINasbestos,
including
should be taken
seriously, especially as not
Tel. (401) 272-1400
Fax (401) 272-1403
to expose any employees with a “friable situation.”

RISA

Established 1970
Ronald J. Parrillo, II, President
Girard R. Visconti, Esq.,
Executive Secretary
General Counsel

NEWSLETTER
TO:

Girard R. Visconti
FROM:
Shechtman Halperin Savage, LLP
FULL MEMBERS
1080
Main& Street
| Pawtucket,
RI 02860DATE:
Apollo Roofing
Sheet Metal,
Inc.
Arden Engineering Constructors
401-528-3041
gvisconti@shslawfirm.com
Brunca Waterproofing |Corp.
Chafee Industrial Roofing
Century Drywall, Inc.
Coldmasters Temperature Control, Inc.
Custom Drywall, Inc.
Danielson Glass & Mirror Co.
Delta Mechanical
E.W. Audet & Sons, Inc.
Eagle Cornice Co., Inc.
Energy Management and Control
Services, Inc.
Hareld Glass Co., Inc.
Hayward Baker/G. Donaldson Const. Co.
H.S.I. Construction, Inc.
James J. O'Rourke, Inc.
K. Electric, Inc.
Kenneth Castellucci & Associates, Inc.
M.F. Construction Corp.
Marguerite Concrete Contractors, Inc.
Narragansett Improvement Co.
Northeast Interior Systems of New
England, Inc.
Reagan Construction Corp.
RI Welding & Fabricating Co.
Ruggieri Brothers, Inc.
Ryan Electric Construction
S.A. Feole Masonry Services, Inc.
SITECON Corporation
Spino Bros., Inc.
Unique Metal Works LLC

RE:

RISA Memb

Girard R. V

September 8

The Subcon
Contracts

Traditionally, the architect hir
etc.) who design the project on behalf

With a Design/Build approach
subcontractors who in fact “design” a
as electrical, mechanical, etc.

BE OUR GUEST AND
EXPERIENCE A
“TASTE OF THE COUNTRY”

The Design/Build contractor a
responsible for design criteria and des
for the contractor and subcontractors
insurance.

Of course, the engineers who
Cormack-Routhier Agency
have adequate insurance, in the event
Insulation Contractors Assoc. of NE
National Electrical Contractors Assoc.
as to
or personal inj
We extend a complimentary invitation to join us and see the value of NSA first hand
by property
attendingdamage
our
ASSOCIATE MEMBERS

NE Mechanical Contractors Assoc.

Annual Conference held in the spring or our Executive Directors/Attorneys’ Councils meeting in the fall. We are sure
The subcontract
you will find your attendance to be very valuable and provide you an opportunity to talk with others
attending. agreement be

will include in the scope that the subc

Associations that have recently joined had this to say, “I received a wealth of information
pertinent
to to be performed by
the scope
of work
our association”…“the format and time spent were some of the many good business habits that earned
my respect for every NSA member and the individuals who participated”
Therefore, it is imperative tha

obligation from itself to the specific d
responsible and liable for the enginee
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MILWAUKEE® ANNOUNCES A
BREAKTHROUGH IN THEIR M18™
SYSTEM – AND THE ENTIRE INDUSTRY
Ever since battery-powered tools have started taking over the
jobsite, users have always believed that the higher the number
on the battery pack, the more power. In fact, many power tool
manufacturers have moved up to 36V, 40V, 60V, and 120V to
achieve performance that rivals traditional corded tools. Some
manufacturers have even resorted to popping two batteries on
one tool.
Users believe in this philosophy, which has led to questions
about why the company that invented the technology
to use lithium-ion in power tools – Milwaukee Tool – has
stayed with an 18V system for so long. Can they really deliver
competitive solutions in 18V? How can these 18V solutions
possibly compete with higher voltages users are convinced are
necessary?
To understand why Milwaukee Tool is so committed to 18V
and is continuing to deliver solutions that users never thought
possible on that platform, we must start at the very beginning.

THE NEXT BIG BREAKTHROUGH
Just this year, Milwaukee shook the industry once again with
the announcement of their next big breakthrough in M18™.
Highlighted through 9 completely new solutions on the 18V
platform, this announcement continues Milwaukee’s long story
of delivering best-in-class power, run-time and performance
that was previously untouchable in the 18V space. They’re
faster, more powerful, and lighter. And most importantly,
they’re still on the same battery system.
Included in this breakthrough are a range of new solutions:
 A new M18 FUEL™ Hammer Drill, Drill, and Impact Driver
that are just the right blend of power, size, and speed.
 A brand-new group of M18 FUEL™ tools that have the
power and performance to replace some of the longestheld corded tools once and for all.
–– The M18 FUEL™ SUPER SAWZALL®

THE DAWN OF M18 FUEL™

–– The M18 FUEL™ 7-1/4” Circular Saw

In 2012, Milwaukee Tool began to truly change perceptions
about cordless power tool performance with the introduction
of M18 FUEL™ -- a smart combination of brushless motors, the
most capable electronics packages, and advanced lithium-ion
batteries. This technology allowed them to expand their M18
FUEL™ line with tools that began to challenge corded, such as
the M18 FUEL™ 7-1/4” Circular Saw and the M18 FUEL™ Sawzall.

–– The M18 FUEL™ 8-1/4” Table Saw w/One-Key™

To Milwaukee, M18 FUEL™ was and is a promise…a promise
that each tool is engineered for the most demanding
tradesmen in the world. A promise that they would not push
the limits of what is possible just because they could, but that
they would keep searching for the perfect solution to deliver
the right blend of power, runtime and performance for the tool
and application at hand.
Then, just two years ago, they introduced the M18™
REDLITHIUM™ HIGH DEMAND™ 9.0 Battery Pack. In conjunction
with the advanced framework of motors and electronics in the
M18™ System, this new battery breakthrough exceeded what
was possible on high-voltage or multi-battery tools.

–– The M18 FUEL™ 7”/9” Large Angle Grinder
 An M18 FUEL™ Chainsaw that rivals gas
 And finally, a new powerhouse – the M18™ REDLITHIUM™
HIGH OUTPUT™ HD12.0 battery – which elevates the
system, providing more power and run-time than
Milwaukee’s legendary HD9.0 battery pack.
By completely rebuilding the motors and electronics within
these new tools, and introducing more advanced battery
technologies, Milwaukee can now generate 15amp corded
performance on 18V tools – something completely unheard of
and, frankly, something many users never felt was possible.
Even so, the company doesn’t believe its seen the end of what
an 18V system can do.

Clearly the proof was there – power tool performance was
more than just a voltage number. But had they proven the
extent of the 18V capabilities? Not even close.
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ASA OF METRO WASHINGTON’S
EXCITING PROGRAMS!
events, we have annual access to one of their meetings to
make a presentation about the joys of being a sub, and we
facilitate members who wish to offer work place internships
to students.

H

ere are some exciting programs at ASA of Metro
Washington (ASAMW) that other chapters might be
interested in copying. If your chapter is already doing
something comparable, we would welcome the opportunity
to share experiences.

FRONTRUNNERS
A few years ago, at the urging and leadership of a youngish
board member we initiated the Frontrunners program
for members under the age of 40. It was established as a
networking forum for those in their 20’s and 30’s and it took
off like a rocket. Powered by social media the first event had
over 40 people. Now led by a core group, and managed by
the association’s assistant director, the Frontrunners hold a
themed networking event every month. Sample events have
been a construction trivia night, bowling, paintball, and a
Washington Nationals baseball game. The Frontrunners last
event was a jobsite tour of an environmentally sustainable
designed building.
Frontrunner events draw a significant number of General
Contractor project managers as well as Subcontractors and is
an incubator for the association’s future leadership.

PROJECT MANAGEMENT WORKSHOP
We just finished the second year of our Project Management
Workshop. This is our broadest and most successful
educational program. It meets once a week for six weeks and
quickly sells out since it is limited to 24 people. The program
covers the basics and best practices of project management,
contracts, scheduling, change orders, insurance, and financial
reporting. We advertise it as a program “for subs by subs”,
however general contractors have asked to send their young
PM’s – which we have allowed. This is a serious program
with a grueling final exam. It is also a wonderful networking
opportunity and serves as a feeder to Frontrunners and
general membership programming.

ACE – OUR LOBBYING POWERHOUSE
The Alliance for Construction Excellence (ACE) is a coalition
of the premier construction specialty contractor associations,
along with ASA of Metro Washington. We are allied to create
political awareness of the value of quality construction and of
fair contracting practices. ACE hires lobbyists in DC, MD and
VA to push its agenda with lawmakers. This strong united front
has been extremely successful.

MONTGOMERY COLLEGE STUDENT
CONSTRUCTION CLUB
Our newest initiative involves a partnership with the biggest
and best college level construction management degree
program in the Mid-Atlantic region.
 At the department level we participate on their industry
liaison committee. That committee helps review and
update the curriculum to keep it relevant with actual
construction practices and industry needs.
 At the teaching level we have access to professors as
academic experts to serve as panelists for programs
sponsored by ASAMW.
 And at the student level we offer free admission for one
or two students to selected ASA of Metro Washington
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Along with our popular SUBBYs Awards Night which has been
held for 54 consecutive years, our educational partnership
with select General Contractors, monthly membership
meetings, and bi-annual golf tournaments, we keep busy here
in the DC region. ASA of Metro Washington is always willing to
share experiences with other NSA Associations.
D. L. “Ike” Casey
Executive Director
ASA of Metro Washington
1004 Duke Street
Alexandria, VA 22314
571-237-7101| ike@asamw.org
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THE REGULATORY SLOWDOWN
CAN YOU HEAR THE HUSH?
By: Bob Dunlevey

I

n the last year or so, has
your business seen fewer
regulations being foisted
upon it? Are there fewer
government agencies knocking
at your doors these days? The
answer is probably “yes” to both.
It is almost as if a “hush” has
come over the arena of federal
agencies that played such a
significant role in your day-to-day operations just a few years
ago. The reasons for this are many.
Of course, the Trump Administration continues with its
2:1 “regulatory rollback initiative” to offset the more than
22,700 regulations of the Obama Administration which had
an estimated cost of $120 billion per year. But what is even
more significant are the agency hiring freezes, reductions
in governmental staffing primarily through attrition, and
budget cutbacks. And, of course, federal regulatory agencies
are simply becoming less aggressive than in the recent past.
President Trump touts that:
 The Administration has cut 22 regulations for every new
rule introduced – far exceeding his 2:1 initiative.
 Agencies and departments issued 67 deregulatory actions
and imposed only three new rules in FY 2017.
 1,579 planned regulatory actions have been withdrawn or
delayed.
 Congress has used an obscure 1996 law – the
Congressional Review Act – to rescind 14 regulations
enacted late in the Obama Administration – a law used only
once before.
The White House has approved less than 200 regulations
since inauguration day compared to 510 promulgated in
President Obama’s first year. All of these actions by the Trump
Administration have been done in response to the Federal
Register of regulations which today has swollen to 185,000
pages from just 20,000 in 1960.
But, far more significant than the regulatory rollback is how
the agencies have appeared to curtail their activities. Here are
just a few examples:
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 The Department of Labor Wage-Hour Division has not
actively pursued the Obama Administration’s overtime
pay regulations which originally caused most employers
to revisit the exemptions of their employees and caused
much time to be spent dealing with the anticipated
regulations which got put on hold by a federal court at the
last moment.
 OSHA has delayed its new beryllium general safety
standard until May 2018 and its ranks of field investigators
known as compliance officers has been reduced through
attrition by about 4%. One OSHA Area Director even
purchased his own photocopy paper recently to keep
things running.
 The Department of Transportation has pulled back a 2016
proposed regulation for heavy trucks to electronically
limit speed – in addition, a dozen transportation safety
rules under development or adopted have been repealed,
withdrawn or delayed.
 The Office of Federal Contract Compliance is rolling back
the Vietnam Era Veterans’ Readjustment Assistance Act
veterans hiring quotas from 6.7% to 6.4% for affirmative
action plans.
 The National Labor Relations Board is considering cutting
in half the number of regional offices it has and decreasing
the authority of its Regional Directors in making case
decisions – the NLRB’s budget has been shaved to the
lowest level since 2009.
 The Environmental Protection Agency is considering rolling
back 67 environmental rules including clean air and water
rules – the most recent being greenhouse gas emissions
and fuel economy standards for automobiles – more than
700 employees have left the EPA in the last year.
While agency enforcement activities have declined, private
attorneys representing claimants in civil court actions are filing
more actions than ever before. And, the damages sought in
these types of cases far exceed what most agencies would
demand for resolution. Therefore, businesses must not get
a false sense of security over this regulatory rollback – stay
vigilant about compliance.
(story continued on next page)
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MSA SEEKS LEGISLATION TO
DEFINE WHEN RETAINAGE MUST BE
RELEASED ON PUBLIC PROJECTS
By: Curt Smith

C

ollecting retainage is
one of the most vexing
problems faced by most
subcontractors. This is particularly
true on public projects, where
retainage collection can drag
out for months, if not years, after
the public entity has full use of
the project. During the last two
legislative sessions, the Minnesota
Subcontractors Association (MSA) has been trying to do
something about this problem.
MSA, as the leader of a coalition of trade groups, has
introduced legislation to define when retainage must be
paid or reduced on all public projects in Minnesota. Under
current Minnesota statutes, a public contracting agency may
reserve retainage from any progress payment in “an amount
not to exceed five percent of the payment.” However, current
statutes do not define when, or under what conditions, the
public agency must release or reduce retainage. Additionally,
current statutes do not clearly state that a prime contractor
cannot reserve retainage from a subcontractor that exceeds
the amount being retained by the public agency from the
prime contractor.
Under House File No. 2912, as amended, MSA seeks to address
these concerns by: (1) expressly prohibiting a prime contractor
from reserving more retainage from a subcontractor than
is being withheld by the public agency, (2) upon written
request, requiring the public agency to advise a subcontractor
of progress payment, retainage payment or final payment
made to a prime contractor, (3) requiring the public agency
to pay all retainage, except for 150% of the value of any
incomplete or defective work (i.e., punchlist items), within 45

days of “substantial completion.” The definition of “substantial
completion” is identical to the definition contained in
Minnesota’s statute of repose for construction projects, which
is the date “when construction is sufficiently completed so that
the owner or the owner’s representative can occupy or use
the improvement for the intended purpose.” This definition
also tracks the definition of substantial completion in most
commonly used form construction contracts.
Opposition to the bill has come from various levels of
government, who assert that definition of “substantial
completion” is too vague, and would prevent the public agency
from using retainage as a tool to get final paperwork from prime
contractors and their subcontractors. MSA has been working
with the opposition to address their concerns. The bill has
passed out of two committees in the Minnesota House and one
in the Minnesota Senate. Since the bill is not out of a second
Senate committee, it is questionable whether it will be enacted
into law this year. If not, MSA will be back next year to pursue
this, and other, legislation to benefit subcontractors.
This retainage legislation, as well as other legislation passed
or proposed by MSA, demonstrates MSA’s ability to act as
a umbrella organization to work for improvements to the
business climate for all subcontractors, regardless of trade or
labor affiliation. Through this type of legislative action, MSA has
become a real force in the Minnesota construction industry.
MSA welcomes input from other NSA member associations on
legislative approaches, and is willing to share its strategies with
other associations who wish to pursue similar legislation.
Curt D. Smith
Moss Barnett P.A.
150 South 5th Street, Suite 1200 | Minneapolis, MN 55402
612-877-5285 | Curt.Smith@lawmoss.com

BE THE BEST OF THE BEST

Through NSA, association leaders from across the country come together to share information and ideas to promote
the success of their organizations. This beneficial exchange continues through NSA Today, where we feature the
latest news from NSA members and showcase their “Best of the Best” programs and events to benefit subcontractors.
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2018 IS LOOKING
BRIGHT FOR SAM!

T

he Subcontractors Association of the Metroplex closed
2017 with 57 members. Unfortunately, we lost two
members at the beginning of 2018, but every other
member has renewed its membership with us. In addition,
three companies have joined SAM as new members. With a
96% retention rate, our membership is off to a strong start
for 2018!
We began by adding two new board members for the year.
One is a subcontractor member, and the other is an associate
member who replaced a long-term associate member.
SAM has scheduled several new programs for this year.
First, we offered a CPR/First Aid/AED class for our members
in April. Our one class turned into three classes due to the
positive response we received. Each participant will receive
certification cards for CPR and First Aid after completing
the class.
Second, we have scheduled a tour of The Star facility located
in Frisco, Texas in June. This is the new state of the art
practice facility for our Dallas Cowboys. Our members will
tour The Star while they receive facts and figures specific to
the construction of the facility. If we learned anything from
AT&T Stadium, a.k.a. Jerry World, it is that Jerry Jones spares
no expense for his team or its fans. We are looking forward to
this tour and expect high attendance for the event.
In July we are having our first Lunch & Learn in place of our
regular dinner meeting. Like many other general contractors,
Austin Commercial has begun to utilize an online payment
system. Their payment system of choice is Textura, and we
will utilize our program to give our members tips and tricks

on how to use the system. We are hoping to attract those
members who are normally unable to attend the dinner
meetings with the change in time.
In September we are bringing back our TopGolf event! It was
much more successful last year than we anticipated, and it
was much less work than a traditional golf tournament. At
this event we will recognize our first ever Norma Mann Award
recipient in honor of our founder, Norma Mann. The timing
could not be more perfect as we will celebrate our 25th
anniversary in November. We also intend to include a silent
auction in which we will ask our members for $25 gift cards to
create gift card bundles. Our hope is that a few members will
donate items for auction as well.
Lastly, in October we will have the Subbie Sam’s Haunted
Happy Hour. This is a casual event in addition to our monthly
meeting. We encourage our members to wear costumes to
add a whole new level of entertainment.
SAM aspires to be a relevant and strong association for
subcontractors in the Dallas/Fort Worth Metroplex area. Our
goal is to attract some new faces to attend SAM from both
member and non-member companies so that we can spread
our name and ultimately gain more members. 2018 is looking
bright for SAM!
Subcontractors Association of Metroplex
Carrie Edomm
Principal Officer
205 Sharon Street | Irving, TX 75061
599-210-0209 | execdir@sam-dfw.org

THE REGULATORY SHOWDOWN. CAN YOU HEAR THE HUSH? (story continued from previous page)
Of course, the “vote is still out” on this “deconstruction of
the administrative state.” After all, the regulatory maze in
Washington is hard to understand and evaluate. Moreover,
midterm elections are coming, and this could cause a possible
Democrat majority which could rejuvenate regulatory
initiatives. But for now, there appears to be a “hush” which has
come over the arena of federal agencies – much appreciated by
businesses battered by a barrage of regulations in recent years.
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For further information, contact Bob Dunlevey at Taft/Law.
Robert T. Dunlevey, Jr.
Subcontractors Association of Western Ohio
Taft Stettinius & Hollister LLP
40 North Main Street, Suite 1700
Dayton, OH 45423-1029
937-641-1743 | rdunlevey@taftlaw.com
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PASS-THROUGH AND LIQUIDATING
AGREEMENTS FOR THE
CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY
By: Margery Newman

INTRODUCTION TO PASS-THROUGH AND
LIQUIDATING AGREEMENTS
A. The Pass-Through Claim

A

s is typically the case in
the construction context,
the project owner—
whether a governmental entity
or simply a private property
owner—enters into a contract
with the prime contractor, who is
then responsible for the overall
coordination of the project at
hand. The prime contractor then
hires the various subcontractors to perform specified jobs. The
prime contractor thus operates at the center of the owner/
prime contractor/subcontractor trio because it alone has
contractual privity (meaning a contractual relationship) with
both the individual subcontractors and the project owner.
Subcontractors, lacking a contractual relationship with the
owner, have no privity of contract with the owner, and this
fact can prove problematic for a subcontractor who believes
it has a claim for damages against the property owner.
Indeed, the lack of privity can leave a subcontractor without
recourse against the owner, the effect of which may be that
the subcontractor seeks relief from parties other than those
ultimately responsible for the subcontractor’s loss.
Enter the pass-through claim to the rescue. A pass-through
claim is a claim (1) by a party that has suffered damages; (2)
against a responsible party with whom it has no contract; (3)
presented through in intervening party, such as a contractor,
who has a contractual relationship with both. Stated
differently, the claim is presented, or “passed through,” by an
intervening party who is in privity with both the other parties.
Pass-through claims are premised on the concept that
the owner is liable to the prime contractor for harm to the
subcontractor. Additionally, the prime contractor’s right
of recovery is premised on the fact that it is liable to the
subcontractor for harm caused by the owner. Thus, so long
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as the owner’s actions make both the owner liable to the
prime contractor and the prime contractor liable to the
subcontractor, a pass-through claim may be asserted.
The practical effect of a pass-through claim is the prevention
of inefficiencies that result from the privity doctrine. Without a
mechanism by which to avoid this doctrine, the subcontractor
would have to sue the prime contractor, who in turn would
have to sue the owner. Pass-through claims have been
asserted against the federal government, various states,
municipalities, and private individuals.
B.

The Pass-Through Agreement/Liquidating Agreement

A pass-through agreement, also called a “liquidating
agreement,” is used frequently by contractors and
subcontractors in addressing construction disputes. These
agreements are in essence a form of settlement agreement in
which a dispute between two parties is settled (“liquidated”)
based on terms that establish the rights and obligations
of the involved parties. What is being “passed-though” in a
liquidating agreement is not simply the subcontractor’s claim
against the property owner, but also the prime contractor’s
liability to the subcontractor on that claim. Such agreements
not only contain the prime contractor’s assent to turn over to
the subcontractor whatever recovery, if any, it secures from the
owner, but they also limit the exposure of the prime contractor
to the subcontractor should the pass-through claim fail.
Liquidating agreements facilitate the ability of the prime
contractor to present a pass-through claim directly to an
owner because the parties will already have established the
procedures needed to “sponsor” the subcontractor’s claim
and bring it directly against the owner. The prime contractor
can either bring the claim personally on behalf of the
subcontractor, or the subcontractor can prosecute the claim
in the prime’s name. The agreement does not settle the issue
of liability or damages between the subcontractor and owner,
but merely sets a limit upon recoverable damages once the
owner’s liability and damages, if any, are established in court.
(story continued on next page)
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PASS THROUGH AND LIQUIDATING AGREEMENTS FOR THE CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY (story continued from previous page)
The liquidating agreement also implies a covenant of
good faith and fair dealing. This covenant requires the
prime contractor to take all reasonable steps to protect the
subcontractor’s rights to an eventual recovery, if any, from the
owner. Courts have interpreted this covenant to mean that
the prime contractor has a duty to make a good faith effort to
present the subcontractor’s claim in a fair and serious manner.

who in turn would have to sue the owner. This arrangement
requires the involvement of additional parties, and as a result
is expensive, time-consuming, and could erode potential
recovery. Pass-through agreements thus provide a vehicle
for dispute resolution between a prime contractor and a
subcontractor where the parties jointly focus on recovery from
the owner.

Pass-through agreements can take many forms. Although
oral pass-through agreements have been enforced, a
written agreement is much more legally sound. There is no
requirement that a liquidating agreement be part of the
original subcontract. Rather, “the general contractor may
assume liability for pass-through claims of the subcontractor
by way of a separate liquidating agreement.” Rad & D’Aprile
Inc. v. Arnell Constr. Corp., 2015 NY Slip Op. 25191 (June 5,
2015). That being said, a subcontract agreement is drawn
up long before litigation and may not reflect the needs and
wants of the parties by the time a claim has presented itself.
Thus, a separate agreement that includes a provision iterating
the parties’ intent to supersede any conflicting subcontract
provisions is advisable. Courts have accepted that a passthrough agreement may alter the rights and obligations of the
parties as imposed by the subcontract. HOH Co. v. Travelers
Indem. Co., 903 F.3d 8, 12 (1990).

Liquidating agreements enable the prime contractor and
subcontractor to align their common interests in a single claim
against the owner instead of litigating amongst themselves
and eroding their potential recoveries. The prime and
subcontractor can work together in a non-adversarial fashion
to present the testimony and documents that support their
claim against the owner. This provides both strategic and
financial benefit. The benefit to the prime contractor is that it
quantifies and contains its liability and eliminates the chance
that the prime will have to engage with litigation or arbitration
not only with subcontractor, but also with the owner. The
benefit to the subcontractor is that it can proceed directly
against the owner. A subcontractor with a small claim relative
to an over-all project claim may benefit from the greater
resources available to a prime contractor while minimizing
its own costs. Pass-through agreements also may be useful to
the subcontractor where the prime contractor is experiencing
financial hardship, or where the subcontractor knows that the
prime contractor is not at fault. Where parties align to bring
claims in a harmonized fashion, there is less of a chance of
inconsistent judicial results or recovery. This in turn promotes
judicial efficiency. An additional benefit of pass-through claims
and agreements, from the viewpoint of subcontractors and
prime contractors, is that it prevents owners from avoiding
liability to subcontractors due to the privity “shield.”

A well-drafted liquidating agreement provides that the
subcontractor will release (liquidate) all claims it may have
against the prime contractor in exchange for the prime
contractor’s promise to pursue the subcontractor’s claim
against the owner. A well-drafted liquidation agreement will
hit upon numerous important points, but it must provide for
three basic elements, as noted in Rad & D’Aprile, supra, as
follows:
(1) the imposition of liability upon the general contractor for
the subcontractor’s increased costs, thereby providing the
general contractor with a basis for legal action against the
owner; (2) a liquidation of liability in the amount of the general
contractor’s recovery against the owner; and, (3) a provision
that provides for the pass-through of that recovery to the
subcontractor.
C. Why They Are Needed

Margery Newman
Attorney at Law
ASAChicago
Bryce Downey & Lenkov LLC
200 North LaSalle Street, Suite 2700
Chicago, Illinois 60601
312-377-1501 (Office)
312-327-0041 (Direct)
312-377-1502 (Fax)
mnewman@bdlfirm.com

Pass-through claims and agreements are an efficient and
practical way to streamline the litigation process and facilitate
the resolution of contractual disputes. Without a liquidation
agreement in place, the subcontractor would be obligated
to bring its claims directly against the prime contractor,
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THE EMPLOYEE DRUG TESTING
DILEMMA
By: Bob Dunlevey

Two recent developments have caused even more confusion
for employers concerning their legal rights to exclude job
applicants based upon positive pre-hire drug screens and
to require automatic post-accident drug testing for current
employees. This is because OSHA’s revised accident reporting
and recording rules issued last year attempting to restrict
automatic post-accident testing are on hold and because
the Massachusetts Supreme Court has just ruled that a job
applicant testing positive cannot be rejected for hire just
because he or she uses marijuana for a medical condition.
Massachusetts believes the employer needs to engage in an
Americans with Disabilities Act type “interactive process” to
see if the employee’s marijuana use can be accommodated.
Massachusetts employers now must show that the marijuana
use is an undue hardship to the business or a safety threat.
Wow! How is an employer expected to maintain a safe
workplace with these apparent legal restrictions and the
widespread abuse of illicit drugs? Here are the answers to the
dilemma:
 Marijuana is still a Schedule I federally controlled narcotic
and the majority view is that an employer has the right to
pre-hire drug screen and reject applicants testing positive
for marijuana and other illicit drugs. The Massachusetts case
is only controlling in Massachusetts. But, in those states
having liberal marijuana laws which contain related antidiscrimination or reasonable accommodation provisions,
exclusion on the sole basis of a positive pre-hire test could
eventually be considered unlawful. Anticipate more antiemployer decisions similar to the one in Massachusetts.
 Automatic post-accident drug testing is where all
employees involved in an accident are tested—or at least
those believed to have caused or contributed to it. OSHA’s
accident reporting and recording rules contain additional
gratuitous commentary stating, among other things, that
post-accident testing should be limited to situations in
which the drug use is likely to have caused or contributed
to the accident—not automatic. But, the actual language of
the rules do not prohibit mandatory post-accident drug
testing. OSHA thinks employees do not report accidents
and injuries in an effort to avoid drug testing. These OSHA
rules are being challenged in federal court actions currently.

 More significantly, while these rules entitled “Improve
Tracking of Workplace Injuries and Illnesses” established
an initial deadline of July 1, 2017 as the date by which
certain employers were required to submit OSHA Form
300-A information electronically, OSHA in late June
placed the requirement on hold and extended the initial
electronic reporting deadline to December 1, 2017. OSHA’s
announced purpose is to provide the Trump Administration
time to “review” the new requirements. Most importantly,
OSHA stated that it “intends to issue a separate proposal
to reconsider, reverse, or remove other provisions of the
prior Final Rule.” What? Is OSHA backtracking? In light
of the new administration’s anti-regulatory posture, does
this mean that OSHA’s gratuitous comments in the Final
Rule severely limiting post-accident drug testing will be
withdrawn? I predict such because employers are much
concerned about drugs in the workplace. Almost eight
out of 10 users of illicit drugs are currently employed.
In the last month alone, 9.7 million Americans have used
marijuana and 1.9 million have used cocaine. President
Trump, in August, even declared the Opioid epidemic to be
a “national emergency.”
 In light of these developments, many employers have
elected to continue their automatic drug testing policy. It
is likely that such a policy will not be found by the courts to
be in violation of the law. But, for those employers wishing
to be more cautious, post-accident testing based upon
“reasonable suspicion” that substance abuse contributed
to the accident is the best approach. For example, if the
employee is injured by a falling object, consider not testing
the injured employee but instead the employee who
caused the object to fall.
 Remember, OSHA’s commentary does not affect new hire,
reasonable suspicion and random testing. But, be sure to
administer these types of testing and your substance abuse
program in a uniform and non-discriminatory manner.
 Because OSHA’s commentary states that post-accident
screens mandated by state workers’ compensation law
are not prohibited, this further justifies automatic postaccident testing if the test is performed for workers’ comp
(story continued on next page)
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STEALING...IS IT INNOVATION
OR IMPROVEMENT?
Innovation and improvement are often referred to in tandem.
Innovation are new concepts and new services that deliver
value to your members.
At the Board of Directors meeting you ask to have a
brainstorming session and you’ve got a blank flip chart.
You say, “Okay”. We need to come up with some new ideas on
how to market and grow our association” or “how to make
ourselves even better,” or “how to provide better membership
services. Let’s come up with some ideas” Everybody sits there
and just looks at each other with blank looks on their faces.
And then, eventually, somebody says, “Well, you know the ABC
Association, I saw them do this.” Everybody goes, “Yeah, yeah,
we can do that. We can do it better than them!”
You can take ideas from a local, like association and maybe
make them a little better. If you follow this strategy your
association will look like theirs. And when you copy each
other, what happens? Eventually, nobody’s different in any
meaningful way. Shift from Imitation to Innovation.

never want to leave, and your non-member will be begging
to get into. Being treated like a VIP is a pretty big deal. Be the
association all your members and prospective members want
to be a member of. You will go from “BETTER to the BEST”!
The mission of NSA is to promote the exchange of information
among member organizations around the country, and
where you can get new innovated ideas. These ideas are the
necessary tools to start new valuable services and benefits to
your membership and to attract new members.
By using this wealth of information from the NSA member
associations, you have a new idea that encourages your
leaders to ask how do we use that to impact our members
experience? From that idea what new member service or
benefit can we implement to retain them as members and to
make non-members want to join?
Whether you are a big or small NSA can help do it all by
providing the ideas you need to be innovative and not
imitative!
“Strength lies in differences, not in similarities”

From a marketing perspective you must start to talk about it
in terms of branding. You’ve got to create triggers and anchors
that feed into your branding proposition, your promise. Your
association has to have an exclusive space your members will

– Stephen Covey

THE EMPLOYEE DRUG TESTING DILEMMA (story continued from previous page)
benefit disqualification purposes or to obtain a drug-free
workplace premium discount. But, workers’ comp laws
customarily do not specifically require mandatory postaccident testing or enrollment in a DFW program. In any
event, the majority view is that the voluntary enrollment
in a DFW program which mandates automatic testing
is sufficient to come within the OSHA exception to its
commentary and most employers are continuing postaccident testing in connection with their workers’ comp
programs.
 Federal government contractors subject to the Drug Free
Workplace Act and employers with DOT obligations should
continue to follow the law without regard to OSHA’s rules
and state marijuana laws. Remember, DOT medical Review
Officers will not verify a drug test as “negative” based upon
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the employee having been prescribed medical marijuana.
But, non-DOT scenarios present a predicament.
For more information regarding drug-free workplace
programs and the enforcement of them, contact
Bob Dunlevey, Board Certified Specialist in Labor and
Employment Law. For a reasonable suspicion checklist, send
email to rdunlevey@taftlaw.com.
Robert T. Dunlevey, Jr.
Subcontractors Association of Western Ohio
Taft Stettinius & Hollister LLP
40 North Main Street, Suite 1700
Dayton, OH 45423
937-641-1743
rdunlevey@taftlaw.com
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ASM NEWS AND EVENTS
WORKFORCE & DIVERSITY

A

SM recently expanded its Scholarship Program to help
address workforce and diversity needs. New in 2018,
ASM now offers four trade school scholarships. These
new scholarships will provide opportunities for those in our
community who already know they want to pursue a career
in the construction industry and want to develop their skills
through hands-on training. Also in 2018, the traditional fouryear college scholarships have been expanded to include twoyear community college. These changes help to foster a robust
and diverse workforce to ensure the success of our industry
not only for our generation, but for generations to come.
While doing good to do well, the 2018 ASM Scholarships
also allow ASM Members who contribute to the Scholarship
Program to show some “good faith efforts” in becoming part
of the solution to develop a qualified and inclusive workforce.
The expanded and targeted offerings also help ASM and
its Members demonstrate to government officials, other
business and industry stakeholders, and the general public
that ASM remains a leader committed to improving our
industry, supporting our community, fostering better business
relationships, and providing opportunities for all.

PROGRAMS & EVENTS
ASM’s Biennial Dinner Gala and Elections ushered in a new
slate of Officers and Directors who will serve through 2019.
The event exceeded revenue expectations by more than
350%, which is primarily attributable to cost containment
and expanding sponsorship
opportunities. Pictured to the
left are outgoing ASM President
Joseph H. Bodio of LAN-TEL
Communications Inc., and
incoming President, Susan
Coghlin Mailman of Electrical
Contractors and Coghlin Network
Services Inc.
Since the last issue, more than 20 networking and educational
events have been held ranging from OSHA updates to a
Whiskey Tasting. Online training was implemented and to
date nearly a dozen webinars have been held. Some programs
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are offered complimentary to members, and others are
fee-based and open to members and non-members. The
variety of online and in-person offerings has allowed ASM to
connect with members both old and new, as well as to attract
new members, all while increasing non-dues revenue (NDR).
For example, a recent panel event provided an opportunity
for general contractors and subcontractors to talk about
issues in a non-threatening environment to facilitate open
communication and future collaboration. Attendee feedback
was overwhelmingly positive, and additional relationshipbuilding events are in the works. To ensure we continue to live
up to ASM’s mission to Educate – Communicate – Advocate,
staff continues to develop a variety of programming to
address key business, legal, HR and industry issues, as well
as to provide opportunities for networking and business
development.

MEMBERSHIP BENEFITS
A variety of new member benefits have been added since
the last issue, including both national and local products and
service providers. While not only offering member discounts,
some providers have conference facilities and subject matter
experts that the association can use to complement existing
sources and venues, and often at a much more affordable
price point. As ASM strives to continually provide value to its
members, staff is always on the look out for new and unique
member benefits, as well as opportunities to collaborate with
those in the industry and those serving the industry to create
“win-win” opportunities.

LEGISLATION
ASM continues the fight for fair and balanced indemnity in
MA. Even a Nor’easter couldn’t stop dedicated ASM Members,
staff and lobbyists from attending an event honoring
Representative Thomas A. Golden, Jr. Rep. Golden is a longtime congressional representative and the legislative sponsor
for the ASM Indemnity Bill. The group literally “sat around the
kitchen table” sharing stories and laughs. While the storm
hindered attendance, a lesson learned…the smaller group
really provided an opportunity for quality relationshipbuilding. The conversation flowed so much that Rep. Golden
stayed significantly past the scheduled end time.
(story continued on next page)
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CONSTRUCTION LITIGATION TIPS –
HELP CONTROL YOUR
LITIGATION COSTS
By: John Curran

L

itigation costs are an
important element in
pursuing or defending any
construction claim. There are ways
in which you can help control and
even reduce those costs.

Construction litigation can get
expensive due to the extensive
number of project documents
that may be relevant to your claim or defense. One of the
simplest methods to control your litigation costs is to actively
assist your lawyer in obtaining and organizing the relevant
information and documents. Not only will this help to control
costs, but it will also avoid situations where important
documents are undiscovered until well after the litigation
is under way. The late production of documents can lead to
a court excluding those documents, not on the ground of
relevancy, but because they were simply found too late.

There are a number of “dos” and “don’ts” that can save time and
money.
 DO designate a point person for the collection of
information and documents required by your lawyer. The
most logical person to collect information is the project
manager. Don’t make your lawyer chase the project
manager, the project engineer, the superintendent, or
other key personnel to obtain information. It only takes
more time and results in a disorganized and incomplete
collection of relevant information and documents.
 DON’T collect the information in a piecemeal manner.
This results in repetitive review of documents by your own
personnel and your lawyer.
 DO have your point person collect all documents from
every person or department involved in the project
including estimating, engineering, accounting, and field
personnel. This includes obtaining any notes, documents,
(story continued on next page)

ASM NEWS AND EVENTS (story continued from previous page)
at least as much as possible. The Commonwealth of
Massachusetts runs on a two-year legislative cycle, and July
31, 2018 is the end of the second year for the current term.
As such, ASM is poised and prepared for a very busy Spring
and Summer, which hopefully will prove to be beneficial for
subcontractors, which in turn benefits everyone in MA and the
Northeast.

Other key areas of focus include bills and ballot initiatives
addressing issues such as paid family medical leave, wage
theft, and MWDBE. While all of these issues are important, and
supported in concept. And while representatives from all sides
agree on the goals, it is critical that the right legislation be put
in place so as to avoid unintended negative consequences,
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Carrie L. Ciliberto, Esq.
CEO
Associated Subcontractors of
Massachusetts, Inc.
15 Court Square, Suite 840
Boston, MA 02108
617-742-3412
cciliberto@associatedsubs.com
Not an ASM Member? Join Today!
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CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY
FIGHTS BACK!
New and Onerous MWBE Provisions Removed From State Budget

O

n March 31, 2018, after two months of vigorous
lobbying, New York State’s construction industry
scored a major victory when new and onerous MWBE
provisions which had been sought by Governor Cuomo
were removed from the State Budget prior to its enactment.
NESCA joined a coalition of more than 30 construction and
engineering associations in opposing the Governor’s proposed
amendments to Article 15-A of the NYS Executive Law,
which were extreme, highly punitive and would have had a
dramatically negative impact on contractors, subcontractors
and design professionals who engage in public projects
throughout New York State.

The proposed amendments to the law came on the heels of
the latest, and highly controversial, New York State Disparity
Study which was released in 2017. This study, performed by
Mason Tillman Associates, Ltd., is highly flawed, both in its
methodology and in the conclusions it reached. For example,
the study asserts that over 56% of all prime contractors
and over 50% of all subcontractors in New York State are
MWBE, percentages that aren’t even close to being accurate.
Unfortunately, as inaccurate as these numbers are, they could
be used by the State to justify the setting of MWBE goals at
more than 50%. Mason Tillman also determined that there is
a racial and gender disparity in the award of prime contracts
by State agencies, seemingly not taking into account the fact
that prime contracts in New York State are awarded on a race
and gender neutral basis pursuant to the State’s competitive
bidding laws.
New York State’s MWBE law was due to expire on December 31,
2018 unless the Legislature took action to reauthorize it. Given
that the MWBE program generally follows the prescriptions
outlined in the most recent disparity study, the Governor
(story continued on next page)

CONSTRUCTION LITIGATION TIPS – HELP CONTROL YOUR LITIGATION COSTS (story continued from previous page)
or photos kept by any employee in all personal files. This
also includes all documents and correspondence saved in
computer files, most importantly e-mails.

 DON’T be the judge of what is relevant. Collect and
organize all documents so that your lawyer can determine
which documents are relevant to the claim or defense.

 DO have these documents immediately organized into
separate files, such as contract documents, addenda’s,
correspondence, plans, sketches, submittals, field reports,
requisitions, change orders, field directives, punchlists,
photographs, and any other major category.

 If subcontractors or material suppliers are involved, DO
have your point person obtain the job records kept by that
subcontractor or supplier.

 DO scan or import these documents to a USB drive.
Reducing multiple boxes of documents to a USB drive will
ensure that your lawyer is able to easily and quickly access
and search documents.
 DO prepare summary sheets of the contract, listing the
original contract amount, approved change orders, the
date and amount of each payment and a summary listing
all disputed extras.
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Every step you take to assist your lawyer in the gathering
and organization of information and documents means that
your lawyer can spend their time concentrating on the legal
issues. The bottom line is that time is money, and time saved is
money saved.
John M. Curran
Corwin & Corwin LLP
600 Unicorn Park Drive | Woburn, MA 01801
617-742-3420 | jcurran@corwinlaw.com
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CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY FIGHTS BACK! (story continued from previous page)
proposed language in the State Budget that would have not
only reauthorized the statute for an additional five years, but
would have also amended the law to include a vast expansion
of the program’s scope. The most onerous provisions of the
proposed amendments included:

EXPANSION OF THE PROGRAM TO ALL LOCAL
GOVERNMENTS
As a condition of accepting state aid, all local governments,
including cities, counties, towns and school districts would
have been mandated to comply with the State’s MWBE
program in its entirety, amounting to a new and very
expensive unfunded mandate imposed upon every local
government in the State.

10% BID PREFERENCE FOR MWBE ON PRIME
CONTRACTS
This provision called for a 10% bid preference to MWBE
on all prime contracts of less than $1.4 million. It would
have destroyed competitive lump sum bidding on public
contracts (both State and Local) of less than $1.4 million,
and would have effectively set aside the vast majority of all
public contracts in New York exclusively to MWBE companies,
resulting in a devastating impact on the many non-MWBE
prime contractors who would have found it impossible to
compete for contracts at a 10% bid disadvantage. In addition,
this provision would have had a significant fiscal impact (10%
premium) on the State and Local governments.

LIQUIDATED DAMAGES
Currently, contractors face the imposition of liquidated
damages on state contracts if they “willfully and intentionally
fail to comply” with the MWBE requirements. This provision
would have amended the law to impose liquidated damages
on contractors who “fail to make a good faith effort” to comply.
This is a far lower enforcement standard, and given the
subjective nature of “good faith effort” determinations, this
new standard would have exposed many more contractors
who submit waiver requests to potential liquidated damages.
An assessment of liquidated damages could, in turn, later
affect contractor responsibility determinations with respect to
future contracts.

WORKFORCE DIVERSITY PROGRAM
A new workforce diversity program would have been
added to the Executive Law. Similar to the MWBE goals,
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workforce (employment) participation goals would have
been established for public contracts based on total hours
worked within each trade, profession and occupation, with
separate goals established for each distinct racial group and
Caucasian women. Workforce participation goals would
have been established for each county in the State, and the
specifically mandated composition of a given contractor’s or
subcontractor’s workforce by race and gender could very well
have changed with every public project, a requirement that
would be impossible to comply with.
NESCA has long been involved in efforts to increase the
number and capacity of minority and women-owned
construction business, dating back to the association’s
active involvement in the Alliance of Majority and Minority
Contractors in the early 1980s. NESCA also supported the
enactment of Article 15-A of the Executive Law 30 years
ago, which originally called for reasonable and attainable
MWBE goals. However, the Governor’s proposed legislation
abandoned reason, and fell well outside the parameters
prescribed by the U.S. Supreme Court for MWBE programs in
City of Richmond v. Croson. In that decision, the Court found
that the use of racial classifications in public contracting
is justifiable only in the “extreme case” where some form
of narrowly tailored remedy might be necessary to break
down “patterns of deliberate exclusion.” Governor Cuomo’s
legislation was anything but narrowly tailored.
Rather than passing the Governor’s proposed amendments
the Legislature instead passed a simple extension of the
existing law until December 31, 2019. Going forward, NESCA’s
and the construction coalition’s course of action will depend,
to a large extent, on the outcome of two NYS Senate special
elections. If Democrats win both of those seats and flip the
Senate to a Democrat majority, a stand-alone MWBE bill
could well be introduced that incorporates all or much of the
Governor’s proposed language. If the Senate remains under
the control of the Republicans, current majority leader Senator
John Flannigan has hinted at holding public hearings across
the state, followed perhaps, by a new disparity study.
Michael Misenhimer
Executive Director
Northeastern Subcontractors Association, Inc.
6 Airline Dr. | Albany, NY 12205
518-869-9800 | m.misenhimer@nesca.org
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PRE-BID PROJECT SITE REVIEW
By: Walter Breakell

I

t is extremely important for
subcontractors to participate in
any pre-bid site walk-throughs,
or site visits, offered by a project
owner prior to compiling their
competitive bid for submission to
either a project Owner or General
Contractor.

The primary importance of this
activity is to observe the conditions under which the work will
be performed and to identify potential obstacles or problems
that may be anticipated during the work. It is during this
walk-through that questions should be asked of the Design
Professional or Construction Manager to better clarify a
particular scope of work and the procedure in which issues
outside the scope of work are to be handled. Identify who will
be the authorized individual on behalf of the Owner, GC or CM
to give direction, sign authorization and address scheduling &
job conflicts. Be absolutely sure the attendees at the site visit
are recorded in your job log, questions and answers written
down and minutes distributed following the site visit.
If allowed to do so, the subcontractors should take as many
photo’s as possible documenting the existing conditions of
the project site, areas in which a subcontractors scope of work
will be performed, ingress & egress to the work, evidence
as to the existence of any water conditions, identification
of planned utility line construction which may impact
work access, potential work staging areas, evidence of rock
cropping’s and any other visible signs which potentially may
result in additional costs being incurred. Be sure to review
any test borings made available and physically locate them at
the site to determine whether the conditions in the borings
will impact your work. If the work may push into winter
conditions evaluate the site as to what additional costs may be
incurred, who will be responsible for any requisite enclosures
or temporary heat. If not clear be sure to obtain definitive
answers during the walk through.
A pre-bid walk through is particularly important when
performing rehabilitation or retrofit work. Inquire whether
an asbestos or hazardous waste survey has been performed
and then be sure to review the survey (they are frequently
located in an administrative office when it’s a public school
project). Identify the method and procedure by which an area
containing suspected asbestos containing material will be
cleared for work. During the project be sure you secure written
authorization prior to entering an area that had been identified
with ACM but has purportedly been abated. Determine
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whether you can gain access behind walls, roof top area or other
areas within your scope of work not readily visible.
After your walk through of the project site it is important that
you consult with an insurance professional who has extensive
experience in the construction industry, is familiar with the
myriad of risk shifting clauses normally encountered in the
contracts and understands the projected issues and problems
identified during the site walk-through. The contract documents
may also, through indemnification mandates, allocate certain
insurance requirements you may not currently have and may
represent additional cost. It needs to be recognized that not
all risks are insurable, or insurable at an acceptable cost, and
the subcontractor needs to understand the assumed risk prior
to bidding the project. An uninsured risk, which was insurable
but missed, can result in catastrophic damages should a loss
incident occur.
Many subcontracts allocate responsibility to the subcontractor
for various discoverable conditions vor obstructions, not
necessarily shown on the drawings, but which would have been
readily identified had the contractor participated in a pre-bid
walk through.
The value of a pre-bid walk through, combined with a thorough
insurance requirement review, cannot be over emphasized
especially if an unnecessary risk is avoided or a previously
unidentified insurable risk is covered before a loss is incurred.
About the Author: Walter G. Breakell, founder and principal of
Breakell Law Firm P.C., has been practicing law for over 30 years.
Through his entire career Walter’s practice has been focused on
the construction industry. Walter’s intimate knowledge of the
construction industry means he has the unique ability to get two
divergent parties communicating in an effort to resolve their
particular disputes without the necessity of a time consuming and
costly litigation.
He has served contractors, subcontractors, suppliers, sureties,
developers, and owners. He has helped his clients through
contract reviews, performance disputes, delay claims, disputed
and extra work issues, changed conditions, OSHA and labor law
matters, payment bond claims, mechanics liens, and more.
Walter G. Breakell
NESCA Legal Counsel
The Breakell Law Firm, P.C.
10 Airline Dr., Suite 205 | Albany, NY 12205
518-869-5552 | wbreakell@breakell-law.com
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STA NEWS AND EVENTS
STA HONORS SEVEN NYC INDUSTRY
LEADERS AT ANNUAL AWARDS
DINNER

T

he STA held its 2018 Annual Construction Awards
Dinner on Wednesday, April 11. Over 500 people
gathered at Guastavino’s on Manhattan’s east side to
pay tribute to seven leaders, innovators and visionaries in the
New York City construction industry. The following individuals
were honored:
 Builder of the Year – Jay Badame / AECOM Tishman

 Silver Shovel Award – Emad Lotfalla / Related Companies
 Lifetime Achievement Award – William Shuzman / Allied
Building Metal Industries
 Construction Industry Legacy Award – David Pinter /
Zwicker Electric Co., Inc.
 The Ronald Berger Subcontractor of the Year – Mike Russo
/ Fresh Meadows Mechanical
 Labor Leader of the Year – Joseph Geiger / New York City
District Council of Carpenters
 Public Official of the Year – Veronique Hakim /
Metropolitan Transportation Authority

INDUSTRY EFFORTS RESULT IN
DEFEAT OF ONEROUS MWBE
BUDGET PROPOSALS
Part Q of Governor Cuomo’s recent proposed Budget Bill
S.7508/A.9508, dealing with newly proposed statewide MWBE
requirements, was excluded from the final Budget Bill passed
by the State Legislature, as a result of a strong lobbying
effort by a variety of contractor associations including STA.
Numerous groups such as the Empire State Subcontractors
Association, Building Trades Employers’ Association,
Associated General Contractors, and the Business Council
fought hard to exclude this portion of the Governor’s Budget
because of an MWBE program that was viewed by many in
the industry to be punitive, onerous, and unrealistic in its
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provisions. The STA joined these and other associations in
expressing opposition to Part Q of the Budget Bill.
Among the more problematic MWBE standards that had been
proposed in Part Q of the Governor’s Budget were:
 Expansion of the State’s MWBE program to all local
governments;
 Provision of a 10% bid preference for MWBE’s on prime
contracts;
 Expansion of criminal standards for MWBE “fraud”;
 Lowering of enforcement standards for liquidated damages
for a failure to comply with MWBE requirements;
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“NOT GUILTY, YOUR HONOR:”

ANTI-TRUST IMPLICATIONS FOR ASSOCIATIONS
ARISING FROM THE CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY’S
LABOR SHORTAGE
By: Todd A. Harpst

S

ince the U.S. Dept. of Justice
warned employers with its
“Antitrust Guidance for HR
Professionals” in October 2016,
the DOJ has expressed the very
recent intent to prosecute HR
professionals (and other company
decision-makers) criminally for
certain anti-trust violations arising
from specific hiring practices. The
targeted practices concern agreements among employers
not to hire or recruit each other’s employees, and information
exchanges that suppress competition for employees. As
an industry suffering from a pronounced and now lengthy

shortage of skilled labor, the temptation exists to hold on to
your skilled trades employees by any means necessary. The
problem for associations is that by bringing members together
(who compete for skilled labor), the opportunity arises for
those members to form agreements or even “understandings,”
using association resources that cross legal lines. Making
matters worse, the liability is both civil and criminal—and
the US DOJ has stated as recently as January 2018 that it fully
intends to prosecute this conduct criminally.
A few years ago, the technology industry tried to solve their
skilled labor shortage by forming agreements among the
major players not to hire or recruit each other’s employees.
(story continued on next page)

STA NEWS AND EVENTS (story continued from previous page)
 Establishment of a new workforce diversity program which
would set workforce participation goals for public contracts
based on total hours worked in each trade and occupation
with separate goals established for each distinctly defined
minority group and Caucasian women; and
 Removal of the New York State Legislature in the processing
of assessing disparity for state MWBE programs.
As a result of the team effort displayed by the various state
associations, the Legislature excluded the provisions of Part
Q from the final New York State Budget and instead agreed
to extend the current New York State MWBE program for 1
year until December 31, 2019. In addition, the Legislature
agreed to hold hearings to discuss future reforms to the MWBE
programs.
The display of unwavering unity by the contractor associations
in opposition to the Governor’s proposals, should serve as
a template for the New York State construction industry for
future action as it seeks relief from any number of examples
of state and local government overreach and regulations
that make it difficult to successfully and profitably exist as
a construction contractor here in New York State. This rare
ISSUE 9

display of industry unity should serve as an example of what
can be achieved when the construction industry associations
work together toward a common goal.

FOR MORE
INFORMATION ON STA:
Hank Kita
Executive Director
hkita@stanyc.com
Samantha Sweeney
Communications & Membership
Services Manager
ssweeney@stanyc.com
SUBCONTRACTORS TRADE ASSOCIATION
1325 Avenue of the Americas
10th Floor
New York NY 10019
212-398-6220
info@stanyc.com
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That cost the collection of tech companies (which included
Google, Apple, Adobe, eBay and others) over $400 million to
settle. The conduct involved was highly nuanced, and we can
assume none of them felt that they were violating the law
when they did what they did, but it still cost them dearly.
Agreements not to hire or recruit each other’s employees,
or agree to put conditions on their ability to hire or recruit
another’s employees are referred to as “no poaching”
agreements. These can take many forms, but they all serve
to restrict or limit competition for skilled employees who are
in short supply. These agreements don’t even need to be in
writing, or even formalized to have antitrust implications.
Handshakes are often the mode of implementation, with
the participants feeling confident the absence of a written
document will conceal their conduct. It doesn’t.
“Naked” wage-fixing agreements are agreements between
employers to pay specific amounts, to cap wages or benefits,
or not hire or recruit labor from another employer or group
of employers. These are almost always illegal, and are at the
greatest risk for criminal prosecution. If a trade association
maintains a code of ethics or rules of conduct, for example,
that prohibit employers from recruiting from or offering jobs
to existing employees of other members, or put conditions
on recruiting from other members, or even states an informal
policy that frowns on such things, there are anti-trust
implications.

or only under certain conditions create exposure for the
facilitating association. Members may feel that by using the
trade association as an intermediary, they can get around the
anti-trust laws by doing indirectly that which they know they
cannot do directly. The law says otherwise, and associations
need to know these rules if they are going to meet the
needs of their members, without putting themselves or their
members in legal jeopardy.
The DOJ publishes a fact sheet describing some of the more
obvious anti-trust issues employers face. I have highlighted
items that are specific to trade associations in the figure to the
right.
As the pressure builds for construction industry employers and
their associations to solve the persistent skilled labor shortage,
creative and well-intentioned ideas can create legal exposure
for the unwary. No poaching agreements aren’t new, but
recent statements from the DOJ that they intend to prosecute
individuals who engage in such practices are warnings no
one should ignore. No one wants to put their organizations,
or themselves at risk. The best advice is to know the rules, and
be very intentional about structuring your programs to legally
help members recruit and retain labor. This is not liability
associations need fear, but it is one they must understand.

The problems for associations though can be harder to
see. The DOJ has pursued anti-trust liability against trade
associations for maintaining a non-public exchange of wage
information on its members’ employees, which was made
available to all members. They alleged this exchange caused
the employers to start “matching wages,” which kept pay and
benefits to specific classes of skilled employees artificially low.
That’s not to say that all information exchanges violate the
anti-trust laws, but many will.
Trade Associations by nature exist to help their members
solve common problems and provide helpful information.
The pressure is there to help members find and retain skilled
labor, but that creates real exposure for the association
as well as the members who participate in the conduct.
Information exchanges that collect and post wage, benefit
and employment information provided by members through
surveys, interviews or other means can be considered anticompetitive. Rules that prohibit, restrict or put conditions
on members hiring or recruiting employees from other
members are per se illegal. Business Practices Interchanges,
or trade association sponsored forums where members meet
and form agreements not to hire or recruit from each other,
ISSUE 9

About the Author: Todd A. Harpst is a Managing Member at
Harpst Ross & Becker, LLC. in Akron, OH and serves as Counsel
to the Subcontractor’s Association of Northeast Ohio.
Todd A. Harpst
Harpst Ross & Becker
1559 Corporate Woods Pkwy., Suite 250 | Uniontown, OH 44685
330-983-9971| tharpst@hrblegal.com
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OWNERS: SET THE FOUNDATION
WITH A BETTER DESIGN AGREEMENT
By: Tim Gibbons on behalf of ConsensusDocs

O

ften the first contract in a construction project is the
contract between the ultimate owner of the project
and the lead design professional—the architect or
engineer—which therefore sets the foundation for the entire
project. Architects and engineers often suggest their preferred
contract based upon an industry standard construction
contract that becomes a legally binding plan. That might not
be the best contract for an owner. Before signing a contract
consider carefully some fundamental questions.

Should an owner expect construction documents
produced by the design professional to be sufficient
to bid and build the work?
It might surprise you to discover that standard contracts
produced by the association representing design professionals
do not include this requirement. ConsensusDocs standard
contracts, which include the largest owner groups in the
construction industry, explicitly require the “construction
documents [to] completely describe all work necessary to
bid and construct the project.” The ConsensusDocs long
form (240) and short form (245) standard design professional
agreements with the Owner both contain such language. The
American Institute of Architect (AIA) forms do not specifically
require drawings and specifications to be fit for the purpose
of building the project. AIA forms include a standard of care
that the architect’s services are to be “consistent with the
professional skill and care ordinarily provided by architects
practicing in the same or similar locality under the same or
similar circumstances.” But that standard would be required of
professionals in any event.

Should an owner expect explicit avoidance of
conflicts of interest?
The ConsensusDocs 240 and 245 state directly that “conflicts
of interest shall be avoided or disclosed promptly” and further
require the designer to warrant that it has “not and shall not
pay nor receive any contingent fees or gratuities” that might
result in preferential treatment. AIA is silent on this matter.

Should an owner expect regular field visits to be
included as a basic service?
ConsensusDocs contracts take a practical approach to site
visits. They provide blanks to quantify either a set number
of visits or a frequency of visits, and require the designer to
report “promptly” to the owner, in writing, after each visit.
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The current AIA forms have the same somewhat vague
construction inspection requirements as earlier versions.
The architect is required only to visit the site at “intervals
appropriate to the stage of construction,” to be only “generally
familiar with the progress and quality” of the work, and “to
determine, in general, if the work . . . when fully completed,
will be in accordance with the Contract Documents.”

Should an owner be able to use design documents
on a project caught up in a dispute or for their later
renovation projects?
Many owners prefer to own the intellectual property rights
of design documents. For example, owners of projects
incorporating proprietary equipment or spatial arrangements
involving competitive advantages need to control the
intellectual property rights in the design, and to allow use of
the drawings and specifications for additions or modifications
in the future. ConsensusDocs provide a balanced approach
for the owner to use design documents for its immediate
project and the opportunity to negotiate further rights for
other projects, provided payment is made. The AIA continues
to give the architect carte blanche ownership of all intellectual
property in the “Instruments of Service” (Article 7 in the B101).
Those protections may not serve the interests of owners.

Should an owner expect to use and transmit
documents electronically?
The ConsensusDocs 200.2 Addendum and 301 contain
detailed considerations for electronic transmission protocols,
including precise descriptions of the types of hardware and
software to be used. The 2017 AIA documents now require
parties (in § 1.3.1 of the B101) to use only AIA contract
documents, specifically AIA E203 and AIA G202, in connection
with transmission of digital information and Building
Information Modeling. Otherwise all sharing of electronic
information is at the using party’s sole risk. Owners will need
to eliminate this unfair risk-shifting provision if they elect to
use other documents, such as ConsensusDocs, for electronic
protocols.
Owners are too often confronted with disputes over
construction. Rather than being potentially whipsawed in
multiple disputes, owners need to be free to join all the
(story continued on next page)
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necessary parties in a single matter, be it arbitration or
litigation. ConsensusDocs provide for joinder of all parties
necessary to resolve the dispute. The AIA joinder provision
continues to require the consent of some parties to be
involved in arbitration. If a necessary party refuses to be
involved in an arbitration, owners are faced with the dilemma
of having either multiple disputes or being forced to choose
litigation as the only means to have all the parties in one
forum.
The common denominator of failed construction projects
is a lack of communication. Contracts should not just allow,
but actually require the parties to resolve disputes through
positive and direct communication. ConsensusDocs adopts
the current trend of requiring the parties to meet informally
and attempt an amicable resolution prior to mediation or
other final dispute resolution. Instead of informal direct
negotiations, AIA contract documents appoint an Initial
Decision Maker (IDM), which is almost always an architect.
This role has been criticized as putting architects in a difficult
position, since they are employed and paid by the owner but
must not show partiality in deciding claims. And a party’s
failure to timely disagree with the architect’s decision may
result in waiving claims. The new AIA contracts complicate the
ability of a party to dispute an IDM’s decision.

In conclusion, owners should give more critical analysis
in creating the contractual foundation with their
design professional as the first contract on the project.
ConsensusDocs provides project-centric standard design
contracts. The AIA contract documents are perceived to favor
design professionals’ interests. Some call them advocates
documents instead of industry-wide standard documents. One
observer has suggested that an architect’s proposing an AIA
contract may compromise their objectively, because it favors
the architects’ interests over the owners.
About the Author: Building on his first career as a licensed
architect, Tim Gibbons has focused on construction law and
related topics in his law practice. Currently a shareholder at
Chambliss, Bahner & Stophel, P.C., Gibbons is a member of
the firm’s Litigation and Business Sections and is Chair of the
Construction Group.
Timothy M. “Tim” Gibbons
Chambliss, Bahner & Stophel, P.C.
605 Chestnut Street, Suite 1700
Chattanooga, TN 37450
423-757-0265 | tgibbons@chamblisslaw.com

SPECIAL
THANKS
Milwaukee Tool is an industry-leading manufacturer of heavy-duty power
tools, accessories and hand tools for professional users worldwide.
Since the company began in 1924, Milwaukee Tool has led the industry in both durability and performance. With an unwavering
commitment to the trades, Milwaukee continues to lead with a focus on providing innovative, trade-specific solutions.
Milwaukee is dedicated to delivering a steady stream of advanced solutions for the trades that offer increased productivity
and unmatched durability. Milwaukee takes the time to work side by side with real craftsman to understand the demands of
a constantly changing workplace and how they can best deliver solutions that help the user work both faster and smarter.
Milwaukee pays attention to the small details that make a big difference. This user focus not only leads to solutions for real jobsite
challenges, but fuels the disruptive innovation seen across all product lines.
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SANEO: A YEAR
OF GROWTH
SANEO LEADERSHIP

S

ANEO has worked diligently since the associations
inception to continually strengthen its leadership by
setting goals, priorities and roles for its team. The Board
of Directors have a clear vision of where SANEO is going and a
clear idea of accomplishing its important strategic goals.
In 2017 Lynne Black, Executive Director for 15 years, initiated
a succession plan to build a top performing team. This
proactive approach provides membership with a smooth
transition. Bringing the next generation into the association
will not only bring new concepts and ideas it will ensure its
continued growth.
An executive director wears many hats and we feel that
training that team is imperative. They are key to managing
the strategic direction, growth and execution of programs
supporting the missions of the board.
Jodie Oates joined the SANEO staff in
February 2017 and began her tenure of
Executive Director this past October. She
brings a wealth of marketing and sales
experience to SANEO as well as a detailed
knowledge of the construction industry.
Jodie and Lynne continue to work closely together to help
members move forward and grow their market share.

GIVING BACK
We celebrated 42 years as
an established organization
this year and shared
our success by giving
away $10,000 at the
SANEO Industry Holiday
Celebration which benefited
Toys for Tots! Bill Nichols
of S.A. Comunale was the
Grand Prize winner and
was thrilled to walk away
with $10,000 more than he
arrived with that day. He
and his wife are preparing
for the birth of a new baby,
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a bundle of joy along with a pile of bills, and they can put the
winnings to good use. Our members may not all win $10,000
every day, but we sure work hard to help them increase their
business profits, so they feel like they’re winning too!
This year our Annual Meet the Estimator Night included a new
element. The SANEO Safety Excellence Award presented by the
Subcontractors Association of Northeast Ohio Safety & Health
Awareness Committee.
To be eligible for this award, companies had to currently either
be members themselves, or employ members of SANEO.
Aspirants for recognition were asked to include in their
application a business letter describing what sets them apart
in today’s safety culture. The award created an opportunity
to paint a picture, in writing, of what a company’s day to day
operations look like as it relates to safety, including the level of
commitment, dedication of management with strict policies
and rules prevalent in their company’s culture today.

KNOW AND GROW
SANEO continues with the commitment to protect, educate,
and connect our membership.
In addition to the OSHA and Drug Free Safety Workplace
training that we offer we have partnered with our legal counsel
to bring our members the “Legal Corner” and “Best Business
Practices” educational seminars this year. These have been very
successful and brought a value to our membership.
Our topics included, new gun laws, managing risks of workplace
violence, money saving strategies for workers’ compensation,
other employee medical issues, turning receivables into
revenue and a mechanic’s lien boot camp. All the seminars were
very well attended and SANEO will strive to continue giving
our membership the training and support they need to remain
successful and grow.
Jodie Oates
Executive Director
Subcontractors Association of Northeast Ohio
637 Vernon Odom Blvd. | Akron, OH 44307
330-762-9951 | j.oates@saneo.com
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ABOUT NSA

T

he National Subcontractors Alliance was formed to connect associations
across the United States that share a common purpose, and provide a
forum to exchange information and influence the national debate on
construction issues.

THE MISSION OF NSA
The mission of the National Subcontractors Alliance is to promote the exchange
of information between its member organizations, and to foster opportunities
for representation at the national level on industry issues.

JOIN US
Membership in NSA is open to any local, regional or state association that is
dedicated to promoting the interests and protecting the rights of construction
industry subcontractors. NSA’s membership is comprised of associations large
and small representing a broad cross-section of the subcontracting industry,
nationwide. We always welcome new associations that share our common goal
of promoting the business success of specialty contractors and their industry
partners.
NSA represents the epitome of “lean” principles – with simple governance, low
overhead and minimal dues, to make it easy to participate. Avoiding a top-down
approach, we focus instead on direct member-to-member exchange to provide
the greatest value.
NSA member associations represent 4,000 businesses across the nation in
virtually every specialty trade, as well as companies that provide supplies and
services to the industry. Annual membership dues are currently $1,750 for any
association with fewer than 100 members; and $2,500 for organizations with
more than 100 members. All new members enjoy a first year membership rate
of $500.

NSA OFFICERS
President – Tom McIndoe
Northeastern Subcontractors Association
(NESCA) AM Contracting, LLC
290 Elmwood Davis Road, Suite 290
Liverpool, NY 13088
315-454-2475
www.amcontracting.com
TMcIndoe@amcontracting.com
Vice President – John Lloyd
Minnesota Subcontractors Association (MSA)
1123 Glenwood Avenue, Suite 100
Minneapolis, MN 55405
763-413-0669
www.lloyds-construction.com
jlloyd@lloyds-constuction.com
Secretary – Jonathan Mitz
ASA of Metro Washington (ASAMW)
1004 Duke Street
Alexandria, VA 22314
703-334-5904
www.enniselectric.com
jmitz@enniselectric.com
Treasurer – Carrie Edomm
Subcontractors Association of Metroplex
(SAM)
205 Sharon Street
Irving, TX 75061
972-438-1110
www.sam-dfw.org
execdir@sam-dfw.org
Executive Committee Member at Large –
Scott Grimes
Indiana Subcontractors Association (ISA)
8909 Purdue Road, Suite 130
Indianapolis, IN 46268
317-686-2663
www.indianasubcontractors.org
sgrimes@indianasubcontractors.org

ACTIVITIES

Executive Committee Member at Large –
Hank Kita
Subcontractors Trade Association (STA)
1430 Broadway, Suite 1660
New York, NY 10018
212-398-6220
www.stanyc.com
hkita@stanyc.com

NSA connects construction industry leaders and provides a wealth of
information and resources to help build your local organization and promote
the business success of your members. Whether you are a staff executive or
volunteer leader, you will benefit from NSA’s many activities, including Annual
Conference, Executive Directors Network, Attorneys’ Council, NSA Today
newsletter, participation in the ConsensusDOCS coalition, Meridian One benefits
program, and more.

Past President – David Cannistraro
Associated Subcontractors of
Massachusetts (ASM)
J. C. Cannistraro, LLC
80 Rosedale Road, P.O. Box 413
Watertown, MA 02471
617-926-0092
www.cannistraro.com
davec@cannistraro.com

NSA’s signature event is our two-day Annual Spring Conference, which features
a full agenda focusing on business and construction industry news and trends,
as well as association management issues and best practices. This year’s Spring
Conference was held in Tucson, Arizona. Information on the 2019 Spring
Conference can be found on our website: www.nationalsubcontractors.com.

NSA Executive Director – Lynne Black
637 Vernon Odom Boulevard
Akron, OH 44307
330-762-9951
www.nationalsubcontractors.com
director@nationalsubcontractors.com

For more information about NSA, contact NSA’s Executive Director Lynne Black
at 330-762-9951.
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TM

DRIVEN TO OUTPERFORM.

TM

REDLINK PLUS™
INTELLIGENCE

REDLITHIUM ™
HIGH OUTPUT ™ HD12.0

50%

MORE POWER
& RUNS COOLER

VS REDLITHIUM™ HD

POWERSTATE ™

BRUSHLESS
MOTOR

FITS M18™ TOOLS
SUPER SAWZALL
Reciprocating Saw
®

2722-21HD

15A
FASTER 170 CUTS
CHARGE
CORDED
POWER
GENERATES

CORDED

UP TO

THAN 15A

PER

milwaukeetool.com/m18fuel

TM
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